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Abstract
The analysis of public policies, even when performed by the best non-partisan
agencies, often lacks credibility (Manski, 2013). This allows policy makers to cherrypick between reports, or within a speciﬁc report, to select estimates that better match
their beliefs. For example, in 2014 the Congressional Budget Oﬃce (CBO) produced
a report on the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage that was cited both by opponents
and supporters of the policy, with each side accepting as credible only partial elements
of the report. Lack of transparency and reproducibility (TR) in a policy report implies
that its credibility relies on the reputation of the authors, and their organizations,
instead of on a critical appraisal of the analysis.
This dissertation translates to policy analysis solutions developed to address the
lack of credibility in a diﬀerent setting: the reproducibility crisis in science. I adapt the
Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines (Nosek et al, 2015) to the
policy analysis setting. The highest standards from the adapted guidelines involve the
use of two key tools: dynamic documents that combine all elements of an analysis in one
place, and open source version control (git). I then implement these high standards in
a case study of the CBO report mentioned above, and present the complete analysis in
the form of an open-source dynamic document. In addition to increasing the credibility
of the case study analysis, this methodology brings attention to several components of
the policy analysis that have been traditionally overlooked in academic research, for
example the distribution of the losses used to pay for the increase in wages. Increasing
our knowledge in these overlooked areas may prove most valuable to an evidence-based
policy debate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Definition Of The Problem

Policy analysis aims to inform policy makers and stakeholders with an empirical assessment of
consequences associated with a set of policy alternatives (Weimer and Vining, 2015; Williams, 1971;
Dunn, 2015) . Its purpose is to connect general purpose evidence with concrete policies, playing a
fundamental link in the evidence-based policy world. Even before the term “evidence-based policy”
existed, experts had been providing consequential information to policy makers. Among the earliest
examples of such reports is the famous Einstein-Szilard letter sent in 1939 to then-US-president F.D.
Roosevelt, assessing the consequences of new developments in Physics and its consequences for the
ongoing conﬂict with Germany. That letter triggered a chain of policy responses that culminated
in the Manhattan Project and the development of the ﬁrst atomic bomb (Hewlett and Anderson,
1962). Roosevelt’s response was based on the information provided (the policy analysis), and on the
credibility of the analysis.
Today, scholars have noticed that the credibility of policy analysis is often low (Manski, 2013). With
low credibility, diﬀerent reports can be treated as equally valid. Parties diﬀering in a normative
dimension (their values or beliefs) of a policy issue tend to choose empirical evidence from diﬀerent
reports that systematically align well with the normative principles (Wesselink et al (2013) label
the phenomena “report wars”). Even if an analysis is perceived as non-partisan, low credibility of


the whole report allows for selective validation of only components of the report that matches the
readers’ normative positions.
In an interview conducted in 2016, Douglas Elmendorf, former director of the Congressional Budget
Oﬃce (CBO), provided a comment that illustrates this issue:

“When I was director of the CBO, I was very frustrated when we would write a policy
report [saying] a certain policy would have these two advantages and these two disadvantages, and the advocates would quote only the part about the advantages, and the
opponents would quote only the part about the disadvantages. That encourages the
view that there are simple answers. There aren’t generally simple answers. There are
trade-oﬀs.” (Harvard Magazine, 2016)

When high credibility cannot be obtained by directly assessing the intrinsic quality of a report, the
reader has to rely on reputation as a proxy for quality. This is consistent with the evidence found
by Doberstein (2016) where the same policy brief receives drastically diﬀerent credibility scores,
depending on the reputation of the authoring institution placed on the cover. The problem of low
credibility in policy analysis is important because the output of these analyses is among the main
inputs that policy makers use as evidence when designing policy. (Nutley et al, 2007).
Manski (2013) describes the practice of policy analysis as one dominated by “Incredible Certitudes”:
the ubiquitous practice of reporting policy estimates with no uncertainty and strong but undisclosed
assumptions. By developing a typology of analyses that presents policy estimates with little or
no uncertainty, Manski describes examples of how even the most reputable agencies and research
organizations performing policy analysis lack credibility. Manski suggests a menu of methodological
improvements to policy analysis. In increasing order of desirability, these improvements are: (1)
display standard errors; (2) bound estimated eﬀects; (3) add [policy] decision criteria to the analysis
(best).
An underlying theme in Manski’s typology is that of characterizing the policy analysis process
as a black box, where little is known about how each component of the analysis aﬀects the ﬁnal
results. Using this underlying theme, the problem of low credibility can be understood as one of low
transparency and reproducibilty (TR).



Statement of the problem: There is low transparency and reproducibility in policy analysis,
damaging the credibility of the empirical analysis behind it and its conclusions.

Lack of transparency means that it is hard or impossible to understand all of the details of a policy
analysis, and lack of reproducibility means that is hard or impossible to obtain the same results
using the same data, methodology and code.
Manski showed that incredible certitudes are a widespread problem in policy analysis by examining
some of the most rigorous analyses available, produced by the most reputable organizations (the
Congressional Budget Oﬃce, RAND, and others). The underlying rationale is that if the best
reports suﬀer from a credibility problem, then we should expect to ﬁnd similar, or worse, problems
among less rigorous analyses1 . Using this same approach, this dissertation examines a case study
that used among the best methodological practices and reporting standards in policy analysis. A
detail examination of this analysis is provided with the purpose of illustrating a widespread challenge
in policy analysis.

1.2

Relevance

The deﬁcit in TR in policy analysis harms public policy for three reasons.
First, lack of TR implies that trust in policy analysis is based on reputation as opposed to sound
reasoning. When discussing the Congressional Budget Oﬃce, Manski comments “[...]I worry that
someday sooner or later the existing social contract to take CBO scores at face value will break down.
Conventional certitudes that lack foundation cannot last indeﬁnitely.” (Manski, 2013, page 20) Low
TR, or low credibility, in non-partisan estimates makes it easier for diﬀerent parties to cherry-pick
their facts from less neutral policy reports, generating the aforementioned “report wars” (Wesselink
et al, 2013). In turn, overt cherry-picking provides a fertile ground for the surge of demagoguery
and a general disregard for a scientiﬁc approach to policy.
1 Examples of less rigorous policy analysis are the plethora of cases where a law, regulation or policy is discussed
based on an empirical estimate that is brieﬂy -or obscurely- described, but nonetheless taken as a fact. Manski
described two good examples when discussing the concept of dueling certitues: the estimated ﬁscal eﬀects of the
Aﬀordable Care Act by CBO over a ten year period. One report by CBO and the Joint Committee on Taxation
predicted a reduction in the deﬁcit over a 10-year timeline of $138 billions (US Congressional Budget Oﬃce, 2010).
Days after its publication a former director of CBO wrote in a newspaper article that the deﬁcit would increase in
$562 billions (Holtz-Eakin, 2010). In either case, almost no detail was provided on how those estimates were obtained.



Second, it makes it diﬃcult to understand precisely how research aﬀects the estimates produced
by policy analysis (policy estimates hereafter). Research generates evidence that feeds into policy
analysis. But little is known about how the emergence of new evidence might aﬀect the ﬁnal policy
estimates (Vivalt, 2015; Nutley et al, 2007). If we were to understand how the current research is
used in policy analysis, we could accurately assess the potential eﬀect of new research on policy
estimates. With this information, research resources could be allocated based on where the value of
additional information is the highest, and researchers could identify the biggest gaps in knowledge
related to speciﬁc policies (Snilstveit et al, 2013).
Third, lack of TR prevents automation and/or systematic improvements of reports. Translating
evidence from general research into speciﬁc policy estimates is not an easy task. It requires modeling
how multiple agents will react to a speciﬁc policy, assumptions regarding generalizability, estimation
of key socio-demographic parameters for the target population, and other contextual elements (like
relative prices of components in the model or rates needed to discount eﬀects over time). All of
these processes are usually encapsulated under the task of generating a micro-simulation study.
Micro-simulation studies require a large amount of highly skilled labor, which tends to be expensive,
and involve a large number of somewhat arbitrary decisions that need to be made under heavy
time constraints. With high levels of TR, redoing this analysis or performing similar ones can be
substantially less expensive. With the current lack of TR in policy analysis, such savings cannot be
realized. Moreover, there is no reason to think that the somewhat arbitrary assumptions chosen for
one report will be consistent with ones chosen for future versions of similar reports.
Increasing TR will ameliorate these issues across most policy discussions. Even in a hyper-partisan
environment (popular examples in the current US policy discussions are healthcare reform and
climate change) the framework developed here aspires to identify a minimal set of facts and to
clearly identify the source of technical diﬀerences. With this framework it can still be the case that
no agreement is reached for any facts, but even in this case the new framework would help to (i)
identify such cases, and (ii) keep track of the precise diﬀerences between diﬀerent stakeholders.
To increase the TR of policy analysis, this dissertation draws a connection between Manski’s credibility critique and the response to the reproducibility crisis in science.



1.3

Research Objectives

As a complement to Manski’s prescriptions to increase the credibility of policy analysis, this dissertation proposes a systematic approach to increase TR in policy analysis. This approach deﬁnes the
three study objectives and their respective research questions:
• Research Objective #1 Translate guidelines developed to increase TR in science to the
policy analysis setting.
Description: Summarize the current state of knowledge on transparency and reproducibility
in science, and draw parallels to policy analysis. The common solutions are grouped into two
categories: guidelines and tools. The most widely adopted guidelines in science are described
and translated to the policy analysis setting. To achieve the highest standards of TR (both
in science and policy analysis), new tools, like dynamic documents and open source version
control (git), are described.
• Research Objective #2 Apply state of the art practices of TR to one policy analysis and
develop a report that presents the elements involved in the analysis in a transparent and
reproducible fashion.
Description: The draft guidelines are implemented in the case study of a minimum wage policy
analysis. First, a TR assessment is brieﬂy discussed for the current state of the report. Second,
I implement the highest standards from the adapted guidelines to reproduce the analysis of the
case study, and present it in the form of an open-source dynamic document. This document
is compared to the original report to demonstrate the gains oﬀered by TR.
• Research Objective #3 Using Sensitivity Analysis, identify the components of the policy
analysis where additional research/knowledge is most informative.
Description: In addition to increasing the credibility of the case study analysis, this methodology brings attention to several components of the policy analysis that have been traditionally
overlooked in academic research. The fully reproducible report allows for a comprehensive
sensitivity analysis showing how several components of the analysis are as, or more important,
than the much-investigated elasticity of labor demand, for example, the distribution of the
losses used to pay for the increase in wages. Increasing our knowledge in these overlooked
areas may prove most valuable to an evidence-based policy debate.


The case study used in here is the report produced in 2014 by the Congressional Budget Oﬃce (CBO)
estimating the eﬀects on employment and income of a potential raise in the federal minimum wage
from $7.25 per hour to $10.102 . The report estimated positive eﬀects due to wage gains and negative
eﬀects due to job losses and income losses from those paying for the wage gains (US Congressional
Budget Oﬃce, 2014). Supporters of the policy took the positive eﬀects as given, and questioned
heavily some of its negative eﬀects (White House, 2014). Conversely, opponents of a raise in the
minimum wage took the negative eﬀects at face value, while neglecting to acknowledge its beneﬁts
(Smith et al, 2014). This example of selective reading of the analysis is common practice in policy,
and is supported by the lack of credibility in policy analysis described previously.
Three criteria were used to select the case study: (i) feasibility, measured by access to data, codes,
very detailed documentation or contact information of experts willing to discuss details of their
approach; (ii) scalability, or the extent to which the lessons from the case study can be extrapolated
to other policy analyses; and (iii) recurrence, deﬁned as the likelihood that a similar analysis will be
needed again in the future. The selected case study must have a high score in all three dimensions.
The CBO report meets those criteria. Even though CBO could not provide access to further documentation, the report explains in detail the performed analysis, and the analysis is based on publicly
available data. The minimum wage debate is a well known policy issue, with a mature body of research behind it and strongly opposing views from policy makers. All of these elements can be found
in other policy issues and make the results from the case study more generalizable. Finally, this
issue has shown some recurrence in the policy debate and it is likely that an analysis, similar to the
one already conducted, will be required again in the near future.

1.4

Structure of the Dissertation

This dissertation is presented in a monograph format. This ﬁrst chapter described the problem,
its relevance and the research questions. The second chapter provides background information:
a general framework to understand the problem of low TR in policy analysis, a summary of the
reproducibility crisis in science and its proposed solutions, and a description of the case study
on the minimum wage policy estimates. The third chapter describes the adapted guidelines and
2 The report explored two policy alternatives: $10.10 indexed to inﬂation, and $9 without indexation. For simplicity
only the $10.10 option is described, but the analysis of the dissertation applies to both.



the tools required for its implementation to the highest degree of TR. Chapter four describes the
implementation of the guidelines to the case study. Chapter ﬁve presents the results of a sensitivity
analysis performed to identify gaps in knowledge from a policy perspective. Finally, chapter six
concludes by summarizing the contribution of this dissertation, its limitations and extensions for
future research.
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2.1

Transparency and Reproducibility in Research:
Lessons For Policy Analysis

2.1.1

The Reproducibility Crisis in Science and Why It Matters for
Policy Analysis?
2.1.1.1

The crisis

More than four decades ago, social scientists from diﬀerent ﬁelds identiﬁed how the lack of transparency threatened the validity of scientiﬁc results. By not disclosing most of the research decisions
made in studies, two problems emerge: First, Rosenthal (1979) identiﬁed the “File Drawer Problem”, currently known as Publication Bias, where only the studies with strong results tend to get
published. Second, Leamer (1983) suggests that the inability to observe all of the model speciﬁcations tested by the researcher invalidates most of the conclusions presented in empirical work. Both
problems could only be solved by opening up the entire scientiﬁc process, which means providing
access to the original raw data and detailed instructions for all of the analyses conducted as part of
the study. Unfortunately these critiques were largely ignored by the scientiﬁc community for years.
In the last decade, research transparency has become an active ﬁeld across multiple disciplines.
Ioannidis (2005) provides a probabilistic argument for why most published research is false. Franco
et al (2014) assess that among a sample of high quality awarded research proposals in social sciences,
the majority of those that ﬁnd null results are never written, and the likelihood of publication
increased dramatically with the strength of the results. Gerber et al (2008) showed that in top
psychology and political science journals the number of papers with p-values just below 0.05 were
more frequent than those just above 0.05 by a factor of two and three respectively. Brodeur et al
(2016) found similar irregular behavior for the distribution of p-values in top economic journals.
Parallel to this work and in similar fashion, multiple disciplines began to assess issues of replicability
and reproducibility of previously published research. Replicability tests whether or not the same
results could be obtained in a diﬀerent setting (data) using the same procedures (methodology).
Reproducibility tests if it is possible for a third party to obtain the same results using the same



data, methods and code1 . Replicability has been part of the scientiﬁc method for centuries, and reproducibility has become increasingly important with the predominance of computation in empirical
work.
A large scale replication eﬀort in Psychology attempted to replicate the results of 100 studies. They
were able to replicate about 40 of them, but for 30 studies the evidence was inconclusive and 30
studies failed to replicate (Collaboration et al, 2015). In a similar exercise for Behavioral Economics,
11 studies were replicated out of a total of 18 (Camerer et al, 2016). Regarding reproducibility (same
data, code, methods) Peng (2011) and Stodden et al (2016) describe the importance of improving
current standards for computational science. In an exercise to assess the reproducibility of 67 papers
in Macroeconomics, Chang and Li (2015) were able to obtain qualitatively similar results for 29 (and
6 papers could not provide proprietary data).
The issues described above are a subset of what some authors refer to as the reproducibility crisis
(Baker, 2016), or the credibility crisis (Stodden, 2014), in science. From now on I will use the label
of open science to refer to any eﬀort aimed at documenting or improving the issues of transparency,
replicability and reproducibility in science as described above.
One emblematic case where more open science could have saved billions of dollars is the initial studies
that analyzed the eﬀects of the drug Tamiﬂu, which is used to treat seasonal ﬂu. Initial evidence
suggested that Tamiﬂu could ameliorate several harms related to the ﬂu, and the governments of the
US and the UK bought more than $20 billion in stockpiles. However once more researchers were able
to access the original data and to review other studies that had been ignored in the initial review of
the literature, all the beneﬁts from Tamiﬂu disappeared. The British Medical Journal (BMJ) has
emphasized that these ﬁnancial resources would have been saved if protocols for TR had been in
place (Abbasi, 2014).
This is one example for one scientiﬁc discipline, but across ﬁelds diﬀerent types of initiatives are
taking place. The BMJ and other top medical journals have adopted new standards for publication,
which has increased TR substantially. In the social sciences, initiatives like the Center For Open
Sciences (COS) and the Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social Sciences (BITSS) have
created tools, conducted research and gathered resources to promote TR. Eﬀorts in this direction
1 It is worth noting that there are many deﬁnitions of reproducibility and replicability. See Goodman et al (2016);
Clemens (2015b)



have also found strong support from the fast-growing ﬁeld of Data Science. Both in the public and
private sectors, this ﬁeld has made a hallmark of their work the promotion of open access to code,
analysis, and data (Peng, 2011).
To summarize, at a high level there are two general problems that open science has identiﬁed. The
ﬁrst is that sharing only a small fraction of knowledge generated in a study2 is in direct contradiction
with the most basic goals of science (Merton, 1973). Second, the lack of disclosure allows researchers
to, consciously or not, make discretionary choices that maximize the chances of obtaining desired
results. Simmons et al (2011) label this last problem the issue of researcher degrees of freedom.

2.1.1.2

The response: best practices for Open Science

Miguel et al (2014) argue for three guiding norms to promote transparency in social sciences: (i)
disclosure of key details involved in the analysis and collection of the data; (ii) registration of preanalysis plans that contain information on the outcome variable, independent variable(s) of interest,
model speciﬁcations and other analytic choices before the data is collected; and (iii) open access to
data, code, and additional documentation. Nosek et al (2015) operationalize these norms into a set
of guidelines that identify diﬀerent levels of compliance.
To apply the norms described above, Nosek et al (2015) developed the the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines. These guidelines group the problems described in the previous
section into eight dimensions, and for each dimension diﬀerent degrees of compliance are identiﬁed.
The eight dimensions or standards are3

1. Citation Standards: the deﬁnition of a unit of scholarly work to cite should include, in
addition to peer-reviewed articles, data and code generated by others.
2. Data Transparency: How accessible is the data. From all raw data to ﬁnal analytic ﬁles,
documentation and access should be clearly classiﬁed as accessible from the authors or from
2 Stodden (2014) presents a quote from Buckheit and Donoho (1995) that describes the problem and is worth
repeating here: “The idea is: An article about computational science in a scientiﬁc publication is not the scholarship itself, it is merely advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete software development
environment and the complete set of instructions which generated the ﬁgures.”
3 More details can be found at https://osf.io/9f6gx/ and a summary table is provided in the appendix



third parties. When access to sections of the data is not possible for propietary or sensitive
reasons, those sections should be clearly labeled.
3. Analytic Methods (Code) Transparency: Same as data.
4. Research Materials Transparency: Same as data. The reason why dimensions 2-4 are
presented separately; although they are assessed by same rubric, is that research can comply
diﬀerently across these three dimensions.
5. Design and Analysis Transparency: Clear disclosure to readers and reviewers of the
reporting guidelines (structure of the paper) that the paper is following. Most reporting
guidelines can be found at the EQUATOR network (http://www.equator-network.org/),
but if no guideline ﬁts the speciﬁc type of study performed in a paper, then default to ﬁeldspeciﬁc guidelines.
6. Preregistration of Studies: Pre-registration of study design, sample, and principal outcomes and independent variables of interest.
7. Preregistration of Analysis Plans: Pre-registration of detailed analytic approach.
8. Replication: Journals incorporate replications as a component in the scientiﬁc output, encouraging their submission for publication.

These standards are promoted across the scientiﬁc community, but the key enforcers are funders
and journals. Compliance with each standard is deﬁned in four diﬀerent levels. Level 0 (lowest)
represents the status quo where not much is mentioned (by journals or funders) for a given standard.
Level 1 is achieved when authors of the research are required to disclose how much are they following
the standards. Level 2 is attained when the journal can provide a veriﬁcation that standards are
being followed. And level 3 (highest) is met when some third party (diﬀerent from authors or
journals) can guarantee that the authors comply with a standard up to the highest degree.
For further detail on how to achieve the highest level and follow best practices, Christensen and
Soderberg (2015) provide a manual for best practices in research transparency, and Kitzes, J.,
Turek, D., and Deniz, F. (Eds.) (2017) present a set of 31 case studies of computational reproducible
research.



The lessons from the reproducibility (or credibility) crisis in science, and its response, can be applied
to the policy analysis setting in three areas. First, it has brought to light core scientiﬁc principles
that encourage replication, reproduction and openness (Merton, 1973) and it has also shed light on
how the scientiﬁc community simultaneously accepts these principles but does not practice them on
a regular basis (Anderson et al, 2007). Second, the response articulated in the TOP guidelines will
be a key starting point to promote these ideas in policy analysis. And third, the response provided
several key concepts that help to describe similar problems found in policy analysis.
Policy analysis and science have diﬀerent goals but share key similarities. Both seek to use the best
knowledge available to the advancement of society, and both use knowledge as their main input.
Science uses knowledge as an input to generate more knowledge. Policy analysis uses knowledge to
generate condensed information designed to brief policy makers. Hence, the lack of TR harms both
Science and Policy Analysis, but only the consequences of the former are currently documented. I
now examine how the scientiﬁc community is addressing these problems and in subsequent chapters
extract lessons for the practice of policy analysis.
In the next section I develop a conceptual framework that describes in more detail the connection between research, policy analysis, and policy making. Within this framework I discuss which elements
of open science can be translated into policy analysis, arguing for an emphasis on transparency and
reproducibility.

2.2

A General Framework For The Role Of Policy
Analysis in Connecting Research And Policy

Across the multiple deﬁnitions of policy analysis4 , the common denominator is the role that it plays
in synthesizing research and other sources of empirical information to brief policy makers about the
consequences of a particular policy issue. This section presents a model developed to discuss the
role that policy analysis plays in connecting evidence with policy. Figure 2.2.1.
4 For

example: “Policy analysis is client-oriented advice to public decision and informed by social values”Weimer
and Vining (2015). “Policy analysis is a means of synthesizing information including research results to produce
a format for policy decision” Williams (1971). “Policy analysis is an applied social science discipline which uses
multiple methods of inquiry and argument to produce and transform policy relevant information that may be utilized
in political settings to resolve policy problems” Dunn (2015)



Figure 2.2.1: A simple model for the connection between evidence and policy
In this model the role of policy analysis is to synthesize general purpose research to a speciﬁc context
related to a particular policy issue. This condensed information about all the empirical (or positive)
aspects of the policy issue is provided to the policy maker who combines this information with her
own normative beliefs to make a choice among the alternatives regarding the policy issue.
There are three agents in the model: researchers, policy analysts and policy makers.

• Researchers produce knowledge. Throughout this document I will refer to their output,
either a new piece of knowledge or a synthesis of previous work, as a research estimate. They
rely mainly on previous research, relevant data, and signiﬁcant time as resources (months or
years). Researchers’ key incentive is to maximize their output, commonly measured by peer
reviewed publications.
• Policy analysts produce quantiﬁcation of costs, beneﬁts and/or distributional eﬀects of a
speciﬁc policy. From now on I will refer to their output as policy estimates. The production
of policy estimates happens in a much shorter time frame than that of the researcher (weeks
or a few months). Good examples of policy analyses range in complexity from back-of-the
envelope calculation (GiveWell, 2015), to micro-simulation models (US Congressional Budget
Oﬃce, 2014; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2015), to dynamic choice models
(Rothstein, 2015). In addition to the modeling technique, key inputs of the policy analysis


are research estimates and speciﬁc characteristics of the population aﬀected by each potential policy. I assume that policy analysts’ key incentive is to maximize career advancement
possibilities, which I assume depends directly on the amount of policy-relevant information
produced given the time constraint5
• Policy makers’ output is the support of a speciﬁc policy alternative, labeled from now on
as a policy choice. The two inputs used to produce a policy choice are the policy estimates,
as a representation of the empirical or positive information (the facts), and the policy maker’s
personal values. In this last category I include everything that is not commonly accepted
as empirical information. This includes how diﬀerent policy estimates are weighed across
diﬀerent populations and any additional eﬀect (beneﬁt or costs) that one policy maker sees
as valid to the exclusion of others. Following standard social choice theory (Mas-Colell et al,
1995) I assume that the policy maker’s goal is to maximize chances of career advancement
(e.g. re-election, promotion to more inﬂuential positions, legacy).

This model is a highly simpliﬁed version of the connection between evidence and policy. It is
used here only to study the role of policy analysis, as the sythesizer/producer of commonly agreed
empirical eﬀects of a speciﬁc policy. It abstracts from direct links between researchers and policy
makers, from policy analysis designed to advocate for a speciﬁc policy, and many other elements
of the link between evidence and policy. For an extensive survey of models that explore other
dimensions of the connection between research and policy, see Nutley et al (2007).

2.2.1

Manski’s Critique And The Role of Low Transparency and
Reproducibility

Using this model I draw a parallel between Manski’s critique of the credibility of policy analysis
(Manski, 2013), and the problems that arise from low levels of transparency and reproducibility
(TR).
5

I deﬁne policy relevant information as a policy estimate that increases the relative merits of a particular policy
alternative, that passes basic reality checks (do all the proportions add to a 100%?, are predictions within a sensible
range?, etc.), and that appears to have good predictive power. There are two important dimensions that qualify this
type of information: ambiguity or the degree to which a statement can be falsiﬁed; and an uncertainty dimension,
particularly how it is acknowledged in the analysis. Ambiguity can increase the perceived policy relevancy of a report,
but does not have any intrinsic informational content (i.e. cheap talk). Properly reported uncertainty, on the other
hand, is an essential input for good decision making (Tetlock and Gardner, 2015).



Manski’s central argument is that policy analysis, like any empirical analysis, is a combination of
data and assumptions, and the results of policy analysis are usually framed in terms of complete
certainty. Such certainty can only be based on very strong assumptions that are typically not
disclosed, making the results not credible.
In terms of ﬁgure 2.2.1, what Manski deﬁnes as assumptions I separate into inputs from research
(research estimates), modeling decisions, and additional guess work needed to complete a policy
analysis (more on the role of guess work in section 2.2.1.3). Lack of disclosure of assumptions,
in Manski’s terminology, is analogous to the lack of transparency discussed above for the case of
scientiﬁc research. Lack of reproducibility prevents us from understanding how sensitive the ﬁnal
results are to the diﬀerent inputs used in the analysis, producing what Manski labels Incredible
Certitudes.
With this framework it is possible to describe three reasons why the problem low transparency and
reproducibility harms the credibility of policy analysis: it is easier for policy makers to cherry-pick
evidence; the eﬀects of new research on policy analysis are unknown; and it hinders automation or
a systematic approach to recurrent policy analyses.

2.2.1.1

Policy makers can cherry-pick the facts

Policy makers and stakeholders debate policy issues often based on diﬀerent empirical policy reports
(for the same issue). This is the phenomena that Wesselink et al (2013) labeled as “report wars”.
There are two troubling aspects of this phenomena worth highlighting: (i) the multiplicity of empirical reports, and (ii) how predictably the “chosen” report (in quotations as strictly speaking there
should be no choice regarding empirical issues) by a group of stakeholders makes their preferred
alternative seem like the dominant one.
Underlying this multiplicity of reports are low levels of TR. To explain why, I start from a simpliﬁed
example, based on ﬁgure 2.2.1 where there is high TR both in research and in policy analysis. In
ﬁgure 2.2.2 there is consensus on what research is the best representation of some speciﬁc phenomena
(truth), and what policy analysis is the best representation of gains and losses associated with a
speciﬁc policy issue (using research as one of the inputs). In this ideal context diﬀerent policy makers
start from a commonly shared set of evidence and make their choices based on a combination of



evidence and values or beliefs. The common set of facts allows for citizens/voters to learn something
about each policy makers’ values by observing their policy choice.
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Figure 2.2.2: Policy-making with high TR/credibility in research and policy analysis

Low TR in policy analysis allows for multiple policy reports to compete as the best representation
of the same empirical consequences of a policy issue. Or equivalently, even when there is one report
that stands out as more objective, policy makers can choose to grant credibility only to parts of
the evidence presented in one such report. Representatives of those who lose under the policy issue
under study might accept as credible only its negative eﬀects as valid, while winners could give
credibility to the gains. This latter phenomena was mentioned in the introduction when quoting a
former director of the Congressional Budget Oﬃce.
With low TR, the policy analyst has a large set of methodological choices that will be publicly
observable. Following the similar nomenclature of Simmons et al (2011), I call this problem the
policy analyst degrees of freedom (PADF). As with researcher degrees of freedom, here the analyst
has a menu of options to, consciously or unconsciously, tweak the results in order to obtain a desired
outcome. This problem is depicted in ﬁgure 2.2.3 where, even with high TR in research, now there
are three policy reports representing diﬀerent quantiﬁcations of gains and losses for the same policy
issue.
The problem of multiple reports due to low TR in policy analysis and PADF, increases geometrically
when compounded with low TR in research and researcher degrees of freedom. This scenario is
represented in ﬁgure 2.2.4, where there are multiple versions of what is the best research and multiple
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Figure 2.2.3: High Credibility in Research and Low Credibility in Policy Analysis

policy analyses. In this context, diﬀerent policy makers, instead of weighing the same evidence in
accordance with diﬀerent values, now disagree on what the evidence is, failing to reveal what their
diﬀering values are. In Figure 2.2.4 each policy maker now claims as credible a policy estimate that
supports either normative position, becoming indistinguishable from each other.
Multiple policy analysis of the same issue, and over the same dimensions, can only prevail if it is
not possible to critically appraise its content. If the quality of a report is not observable we should
expect policy makers to put a large value on reputation as a proxy of quality. Doberstein (2016) ﬁnds
evidence that the credibility of the same policy brief varies drastically when only the name of the
authoring institution is replaced. This large reputational premium is evidence of how diﬃcult it is
to critically examined a given analysis on the basis of its own merits (sound reasoning, methodology,
data and execution).
Moreover, this reputational premium can help to perpetuate low levels of TR in policy analysis:
reputable institutions are the ones better suited to increase TR in policy analysis, but at the same
time beneﬁt from receiving a branding premium if overall low levels in TR prevail.
The response to the reproducibility crisis, described in section 2.1, aims to shed light on the true
quality of the empirical work done in research. This enables separation of good from bad research,



and provides complete transparency on how diﬀerent ﬁndings are aggregated6 . With high TR in
research, the link between evidence and policy is strengthened as now all policy estimates are based
on the same inputs from science. However, if TR is still low in policy analysis, as in ﬁgure 2.2.3,
diﬀerent policy reports can still provide opposing accounts of the empirical consequences regarding
a policy issue. In this setting policy makers still disagree on what the empirical evidence is.
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Figure 2.2.4: Policy-making with low TR in research and policy analysis

6 For a clear example of how diﬀerent pieces of research can be aggregated in a transparent and reproducible fashion,
see Hsiang et al (2013) and their tool to reproduce the ﬁndings in their meta-analysis at http://dmas.berkeley.edu/



2.2.1.2

Little knowledge exists regarding how research affects policy estimates

To understand this issue, it is helpful to zoom in on the policy analysis component of ﬁgure 2.2.1
and describe its process in further details. Figure 2.2.5 represents a simpliﬁed model of the process
involved in a policy analysis. Analysts use three primary sources: information from previous research
(e.g. elasticities, behavioral parameters), data to contextualize the speciﬁc policy issue (e.g. microdata for the speciﬁc context where the policy issue is discussed), and guesswork to ﬁll in any missing
pieces required to complete the analysis (e.g. extrapolation parameters, take-up rates, distributional
eﬀects). All of these sources are used to generate inputs that are used in a model (e.g. microsimulation, cost beneﬁt analysis), and this model produces the policy estimates to be used by policy
makers.
When a policy analysis lacks transparency and reproducibility, it is not possible to observe the
mechanisms through which research feeds into the model. Moreover, as the ﬁnal policy estimates
depend on multiple sources, it is also impossible to attribute possible changes in the ﬁnal estimates
to any speciﬁc source. This prevents us from understanding precisely how research aﬀects the
estimations produced by policy analysis.
Vivalt (2015) and Nutley et al (2007) have observed that it is not clear how policy makers use
evidence in their decision process. Snilstveit et al (2013) develop a framework to identify gaps of
knowledge understood as a relative scarcity of rigorous impact evaluations. But low TR in policy
analysis still prevents us from understanding how the emergence of new evidence might aﬀect the
ﬁnal policy estimates. If we were to completely understand how the current research is used in
policy analysis (high transparency), we could accurately assess the potential eﬀect of new research
on policy estimates. The ability to reproduce the analysis with little eﬀort would allow us simulate
the eﬀects of potential new evidence on the current policy estimates. With this information, research
resources could be allocated based on where the value of additional information is the highest, and
researchers could identify the biggest gaps in knowledge related to speciﬁc policies.
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2.2.1.3

Hard to automate or systematically improve policy reports

The process of policy analysis as described in ﬁgure 2.2.5 can be an algorithmic process. Policy
analyses are usually recurrent, where the eﬀects of a policy issue are usually re-evaluated over time
(e.g. the eﬀect of raising the minimum wage), and similar issues are discussed in diﬀerent settings
(federal and state minimum wage policies, or minimum wage in diﬀerent countries). A transparent
and reproducible policy analysis can be more easily adapted to diﬀerent settings, and modiﬁcations
can be closer to well justiﬁed upgrades as opposed to somewhat arbitrary changes in methodology.
In addition to the case of the minimum wage, examples of recurrent analyses can be found across
diﬀerent domains: Greenstone (2009) has argued toward a cyclical review of cost and beneﬁts of
regulatory policy in the US; in healthcare both the US and the UK review guidelines for appropriateness of care across conditions (see for examples of analyses in Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality (2015) for the US, and Kerr et al (2014) for the UK). For all these cases, key parameters
of the analysis can change every month (or few months) as more evidence is becoming available. In
this setting, a policy analysis that updates itself automatically might be useful for policymakers.
Policy analysis requires a concrete answer in a heavily constrained environment (time and resources).
Regardless of how constrained the answer is, the result of the process can be summarized in the
model of ﬁgure 2.2.5. Whenever research and data do not contain all the relevant information to
execute the analysis (given the constrained environment, this is almost all the time) some elements
of the model have to be the result of educated guesses made by the analyst. This guesswork is rarely
made explicit in a report, but the need to make arbitrary decisions is an almost inevitable task of
the policy analyst, sometimes playing a predominant role as represented in ﬁgure 2.2.6.
Low TR in policy analysis aﬀects both the possibility of making incremental improvements to the
analysis (aiming towards the algorithmic ideal) and makes it harder to keep track of the guess work
performed, making consistency over time a much harder goal to achieve.

2.3

Description of the case study

In 2014, the Congressional Budget Oﬃce published a report estimating the eﬀects on employment
and income of a potential raise in the federal minimum wage, from $7.25 to $10.10 per hour. The
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Figure 2.2.6: Elements of policy analysis with heavy time/resource constraints
minimum wage was raised for the last time in 2007 with no adjustments for inﬂation, so had decreased
in real value since. The new proposal involved indexing the new minimum wage to inﬂation7
The report estimated positive eﬀects due to wage gains, and negative eﬀects due to job losses and
income losses from those paying for the wage gains (US Congressional Budget Oﬃce, 2014). The
total wage gain was estimated to be $ 31 billion for 16.5 million workers. The number of jobs lost was
estimated to be around 500,000. The net distributional eﬀects were as follows: $5 billion net total
gains for households below the Federal Poverty Line (FPL); +$12 billion for households between one
and three FPL; +$2 billion between three and six times the FPL; and net total loss of $17 billion
for household with incomes above six FPL.
7 The $9 option described in the previous footnote was not indexed to inﬂation. All the eﬀects estimated by CBO
were to the year 2016 so indexing did not made a substantive diﬀerence.



The research on eﬀects of minimum wage on teenage employment is well developed in the US.
These eﬀects are measured by estimating the elasticity of labor demand for this population. A
intense debate on these eﬀects has driven the research agenda for more than two decades (Card and
Krueger, 2015; Neumark and Wascher, 2008; Dube et al, 2010; Clemens, 2015a). The ﬁndings can be
grouped into two schools: one documents large eﬀects on employment with estimates for elasticity
of labor demand for teenagers concentrated around -0.1, and the other reports small eﬀects on
employment with estimates concentrated around -0.01 for the same parameter8 .
The case study on the minimum wage policy analysis was chosen based on four criteria: relevance,
generalizability, recurrence and feasibility.
First, the report was clearly relevant in the policy debate. It was cited by proponents and opponents
of the raise, and it was featured prominently in the news and editorials of that period. As an
illustration, ﬁgure 2.3.1 shows how the publication of this report coincides with the highest search
intensity in Google for term “minimum wage” in the US.
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Figure 2.3.1: Google Search Intensity of “Minimum Wage”
Second, CBO is among the most transparent and rigorous oﬃces of policy analysis. The protocols
and tools discussed below should be understood as one additional layer of TR, on top of the best
practices already presented in the CBO report. Lessons from TR that apply to the CBO report
should apply also to the work of most oﬃcial agencies and producers of policy analyses. Additionally,
the policy issue is widely known, which facilitates extrapolation to other policy analyses.
Third, the discussion around the minimum wage in the US is notably recurrent. This makes it highly
likely that a similar policy analysis will be conducted again in the future. The case study can be
8 This academic debate transcends the minimum wage policy debate in at least two dimensions: in economics has
come to represent a challenge the predictive power of the most basic models taught in introductory classes, and in
empirical research in general the debate is contemporaneous to a debate between the relative importance of empirical
strategies vs theoretical predictions.



directly used in future calculations.
Finally, it was feasible. All of the data were publicly available, the report describes the analysis in
detail, and there was only one policy lever to analyze (the minimum wage level).
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To address the low credibility critique of policy analysis (Manski, 2013), the general methodological
contribution of this dissertation is to develop an approach that aims to increase the transparency
and reproducibility (TR) of policy analysis.
The TR approach to policy analysis developed here consists of three steps: (i) translate guidelines
from science to the policy analysis setting, (ii) use the guidelines and state of the art tools (git
and dynamic documents) to increase TR in policy analysis, demonstrated with the case study, (iii)


conduct sensitivity analysis to identify components of the policy analysis where additional knowledge
is most policy relevant.

3.1

Adapt TOP Guidelines to Policy Analysis

Combining the lessons from the reproducibility crisis in science (section 2.1) with the framework
used to describe the problems of low transparency and reproducibility in policy analysis (section
2.2), it is possible to explore parallels between low transparency and reproducibility in scientiﬁc
research and policy analysis.
Table 3.1.1 summarizes the key elements of low TR in research and policy analysis. In both areas,
the problems arise from the inability to critically inspect every detail of how the output is produced.
In plain English: we do not know how the sausage is made! The scientiﬁc community is opening up
the kitchen and devising mechanisms for anybody to have access to the cookbook.
Table 3.1.1: Comparison of Low Transparency and Reproducibility (TR) in Research and Policy
Analysis
Research
Output
Problems of low
TR

Common Solutions
Common Tools
Speciﬁc Solutions

Who increases
TR

Policy Analysis

Peer reviewed publication
Policy report
Publication Bias.
Low credibility. Unclear
Speciﬁcation Search
connection between research
(P-Hacking, Garden of
and policy. Hard to improve
forking paths). Data
systematically. Data fudging.
fudging.
Disclosure of key details.
Open data and materials.
Dynamic documentation.
Distributed version control.
Test for reproducibility;
Develop reproducibility;
Registration of
Systematic and continuous
pre-analysis
updating
Researchers, Funders,
Not the policy analysts (Policy
Journals
schools? Think tanks? Media?
Bloggers?)

In section 2.1.1.2 I reviewed how the scientiﬁc community is addressing the reproducibility crisis.
A key part of the response has been the development of guidelines that build explicit standards


from norms that underlie the practice of good research (Miguel et al, 2014; Merton, 1973). The
Transparency and Openness Promotion guidelines (TOP) developed by Nosek et al (2015) are a
good example of such eﬀorts. Each standard is presented in a way that allows us to qualify diﬀerent
levels of compliance. This allows us to understand the challenges of TR in a continuum from “opaque
and not reproducible at all” to “full transparency and reproducibility” (Peng, 2011). In addition to
the diﬀerent standards and levels of compliance, another key feature is that these guidelines are an
ever evolving document (currently at version 1.0.1) with dozens of researchers collaborating across
diﬀerent ﬁelds.
The central thesis of this dissertation is that the adoption of some of these standards into policy
analysis can address the problems described in section 2.2.1. Translating such norms into policy
analysis should be seen as one more step in the ongoing improvements towards a more open government (White House, 2013). This step would involve adding an open methods component to the
growing governmental initiatives of open data around the world (Gray, 2014).
Of the three norms described in Miguel et al (2014) to increase TR in science, two can be translated
directly to policy analysis: disclosure of key details and open access to all data and materials. The
translation of the third norm regarding preregistration and pre-analysis plans (PAPs) is not as direct.
PAPs are a key component of increasing research transparency. In policy analysis, a parallel can be
drawn but it has to take into account important logistical diﬀerences.
When it comes to PAPs, the key diﬀerence between the TR practices in research relative to policy
analysis is associated with the nature of the output produced in each case. The output for which
research is traditionally judged are peer reviewed articles, and its objective is to advance the state of
knowledge in some speciﬁc domain. To avoid the ﬁle drawer problem and publication bias (described
in section 2.1.1.1), the norm of preregistration, and use of PAPs, is proposed to encourage the display
of all of the scientiﬁc analyses, as opposed to only the ones that result in “interesting” results (strong
eﬀect size, statistically signiﬁcant).
The output in policy analysis are policy reports. They represent the best estimation available of a
speciﬁc policy issue chosen by an oﬃcial agency or policy research organization, and its objective is
to inform a speciﬁc policy maker (client). Preregistration, as proposed for academia, is not feasible
in this environment. Policy reports are not statements about the truth to be advanced, but the best
possible answer to a policy-related question given important resource constraints.



However, this apparent disadvantage can be turned into a strength: policy reports could, in principle,
become “living documents” subject to continuous updating and scrutiny from analysts, academics
and the general public. As most policy analyses have a cyclical nature, the living document created
for the last policy debate around an issue can be understood as the “pre-analysis plan” of the policy
analysis for the next time the debate comes to light.
The guidelines drafted here follow the framework developed in the TOP guidelines for scientiﬁc TR
(Nosek et al, 2015). The TOP guidelines have eight diﬀerent dimensions or standards to assess
transparency and openness (described in section 2.1.1.2). Each standard is scored on a four level
scale, from the lowest score at level 0 to the highest score at level 3.
The goal of the adapted guidelines is to identify standards and levels that would address the problems
described in section 2.2.1. Three standards are proposed and described here: (i) Workﬂow, (ii) Data,
and (iii) Methods. As with the TOP guidelines, the standards proposed here should be understood
as an ever-evolving document. The TOP guidelines list of authors is currently has 40 members, and
its latest version is number 1.0.1. The guidelines presented here are version 0.0.1, and will change
over time to reﬂect future collaborations and feedback from key stakeholders.
Currently, the practice of public comment on legislation/regulation in the US represents a step in
this direction. However, as described in section 2.2.1 there is still room for systematic improvement
and automation of the analytic process.

3.1.1

Three standards of TR in Policy Analysis
3.1.1.1

Workflow

For this section I use the workﬂow model described in ﬁgure 2.2.5 in chapter 2 that represents a
stylized version of the workﬂow of policy analysis. Inputs are built from three primary sources: data,
research, and guesswork.
Data is any source of contextual information that can be cited. Examples are surveys, listing of
prices and administrative records. Research in this context is understood as the pool of knowledge
about the behavioral parameters that can also be cited; examples are eﬀect sizes from a single
study or multiple studies aggregated through meta-analysis. Guesswork is any remaining piece


of information needed in the model to compute the ﬁnal policy estimates that cannot be cited.
Examples are extrapolation factors of treatment eﬀects from one population to another, take-up
rates, distributional eﬀects, and others.
Each source component then feeds into a model that combines all elements to produce the ﬁnal
policy estimates. To clarify the elements that are derived from each source, I deﬁne a intermediate
elements as Inputs. Inputs are just an organized list of all the elements described above, such that
policy analysts and researchers can be clear of what is data, what is research and what is guesswork.
The model represents a set of procedures applied to inputs in order to quantify the potential eﬀect
of the analyzed policy. Examples are micro-simulations and cost-beneﬁt analysis, among others.
The model should be characterized by a set of equations and a narrative describing how to apply
them. The ﬁnal policy estimates are the output produced by the model. High TR in the workﬂow
dimension means that all of the components are clearly labeled, together with a clear explanation
of how the diﬀerent pieces feed into each other. The goal of any policy analysis is to generate policy
estimates, understood as a set of quantities that reﬂect the best available information regarding
objective/positive losses and gains associated with the implementation of a policy. These policy
estimates will serve as an input to be valued normatively by policy makers. TR in workﬂow requires
the set of policy estimates to be presented in a standardized way, achieving consensus among all
policy makers on what would be understood to be the commonly agreed-upon evidence.
The policy report should highlight where and why diﬀerent quantities cannot be compared without
a normative assessment. In order to facilitate the normative comparison, all quantities should be
reported in the same units.

- Level 1: Identify clearly all of the policy estimates to be used by policy makers. As diﬀerent
policy makers will weigh policy estimates diﬀerently (some may focus on the costs, while other
on the beneﬁts) all quantities should be presented in the same units (e.g. average increase in
per-capita income across quintiles of the income distribution).
- Level 2: Level 1 + Identify clearly all of the inputs to be used in the model and classify their
origin from data, research or guesswork.
- Level 3: Level 2 + The complete workﬂow should ﬁt a diagram similar to that shown in ﬁgure
2.2.5. Users of the analysis should be able to change speciﬁc components with minimal eﬀort,


and observe how that change aﬀects the policy estimates.

3.1.1.2

Data

Data used for policy analysis has the purpose of informing decisions in the public sphere. Following
new standards of open data (Obama, 2009), these resources should be open by default and a detailed
rationale should be made whenever access to the data is restricted. Whenever the raw data cannot
be accessed, the policy analysis should provide access to masked or aggregated data. Additionally,
detailed instructions on how to go from the raw data to the masked data should be provided, such
that other analysts with access to the raw data could reproduce the exact intermediate data.

- Level 1: Policy report states explicitly whether all, some components, or none of the data
used in the analysis is available. In the case of diﬀerential availability of components, it should
be clear which items are fully available, masked, aggregate or not available at all. Clear
instructions should be provided to access each of the available components.
- Level 2: Policy report is published with the data. The report and data can be accessed in
the same place.
- Level 3: Policy report is published with embedded code that calls the data in a repository
and changes in the data will produce traceable changes in the report.

3.1.1.3

Methods

Methods in policy analysis should be understood as a detailed set of instructions of all the steps taken
to produce the policy estimates. These instructions should describe how each data set, research and
guesswork component were used to generate inputs and how those inputs were subsequently used in
the model that computes the policy estimates. The intended audience for these instructions should
be staﬀers of policy makers, researchers and other analysts. For this purpose, the material should
be presented at diﬀerent levels of depth with a clear narrative connecting all of the steps involved.
This could be achieved by creating links in each section, such that if the user wants to learn more
(starting from key assumptions, to narrative explanations, to equations, to code) she can unfold
every level of detail needed to reproduce the exact same result.


- Level 1: Methods should be clearly described at diﬀerent levels of detail. A reader of the
policy report should be able to understand all of the components and reproduce qualitatively
similar estimates.
- Level 2: Level 1 + all of the code that reproduces the exact policy estimates should be
available and running.
- Level 3: Level 2 + the code and narrative should be clearly legible for diﬀerent audiences
(staﬀers, researchers, other policy analysts). The code should be in the same document that
describes each step, and the users should be able to manipulate all of the components of the
code and trace its eﬀects on the ﬁnal policy estimates.



3.2

Apply Guidelines to the CBO Report and Reproduce
it Using the Highest Standards of TR

Using the guidelines developed above, I score the CBO report on the eﬀects on minimum wage. The
score for each standard is discussed in the results section.
To create a version of the CBO report that meets level 3 (highest) of TR in each of the three standards
(workﬂow, data and methods), it is necessary to describe two tools, borrowed from computer science,
that facilitate the achievement of the highest TR: Dynamic Documents, and Git or Distributed
Version Control. A brief description of each tool is presented below with an explanation of how it
can help to increase TR for each standard.

3.2.1

A Dynamic Document for CBO’s report

The goal is to achieve the highest standards of reproducibility and transparency. With a similar
purpose in mind, Knuth (1992) developed the philosophy of literate programming, where computational code and analytic narrative are deployed in a single environment. The most up-to-date
implementations of this methodology are Dynamic Documents and Jupyter Notebooks developed
for the programming languages R Xie (2015) and Python, respectively. Both tools achieve the goal
of combining code, narrative and mathematical formulae in one place, and both are non-proprietary
software, which minimizes barriers to utilization.
In this demonstration I use Dynamic Documents (DD). Each DD consists typically of three parts:
a narrative component, a coding component, and an equations or modeling component. All three
pieces are combined (or “knit”) together in R using the package knitr.
The narrative component is edited using Markdown, an editing language designed for easy adoption
and with the option of outputting either to website format (HTML) or printable documents (PDF
and .doc ﬁles). The coding components are either inside the narrative text or in code chunks
implemented in R1 . Code chunks may or may not be displayed in the ﬁnal output depending the
the user’s choice. The equations or models are imputed using LaTeX syntax. The ﬁnal ﬁle is a
R-Markdown ﬁle (.Rmd) to be excecuted in R. When excecuting it, the user can choose among three
1 The

package knitr allows to run other languages but all its features are only available in R



outputs: HTML, PDF and a .doc ﬁle. This allows the user to put all of the components of the
analysis in one place, and update them when new information becomes available in what is known
as a one-click reproducible Workﬂow.
This technology helps to implement the standards described above to their highest level. The
deﬁnition of a DD implies that the data has to be available, published with the report and set
up in a way that reacts to changes in the report (level 3 of data standards). A complete DD
should also accomplish the highest standard in the methods dimension as it is possible to describe
the methodology and the code in detail, and to run successfully in diﬀerent machines (dynamic
component). Diﬀerent users should be able to read it and execute it with minimal eﬀort (level 3
methods standard).
The highest TR in the workﬂow standard is not automatically achieved with the use od DD, but
DD does signiﬁcantly facilitate its achievement. Dynamic documents, as opposed to static printed
documents, can have diﬀerent layers of depth, such that diﬀerent audiences can choose their desired
level of detail. At the simplest level the reader/user should be able to visualize a workﬂow like the
one presented in ﬁgure 2.2.5.

3.2.2

Distributed Version Control (Git)

Git is a version control system that allows multiple users to edit the same ﬁle without losing track
of any modiﬁcations. Since its development in 2005, it has become a universally required tool for
software developers, and in recent years has shown increasing popularity in the research community.
The three main reasons to use git are: (i) It tracks all of the changes done on any ﬁle containing
code, rendering obsolete the need for multiple versions and names for ﬁles. (ii) Allows for multiple
users to “clone” a version of the oﬃcial code and modify it, and (iii) the contributor can request
that her modiﬁcations be incorporated to the original ﬁle (“pulled” back), and everybody following
the original can see all of the suggested changes.
Github is a popular website that hosts most of the work using git. The Open Science Framework is
another platform that uses git and Github, and is speciﬁcally dedicated to researchers.
As described in the previous section, a DD provides all of the elements to potentially achieve the



highest standards of TR in policy analysis. Git provides open access, and allows modiﬁcations of
the DD, realizing all of the potential for TR policy analysis.

3.2.3

Differences Between Reproducing Research and Policy
Analysis

The new reproducibility practices promoted in science were used as a framework to carry out the
exercise of reproducing the CBO report into a DD. However, it is necessary to highlight a crucial
diﬀerence between a reproduction exercise in science and a reproduction in policy analysis.
A scientiﬁc report takes the form of a peer-reviewed publication that represents several months or
years of research, followed by a review process that can be as lengthy as the research itself. When
a scientiﬁc publication is subject to computational reproduction, it is expected to succeed (as a
precondition of the basic scientiﬁc principles discussed in section 2.1.1.2).
A policy analysis report is usually performed under tight deadlines, and it is not unusual to rely
on arbitrary assumptions and/or unreproducible calculations. For these reasons the CBO report
cannot be reproduced as a way of testing the veracity of the analysis, but as a demonstration of
what can be achieved with high TR in policy analysis.
Here reproducibility is used, paired with full transparency, to generate a living document that
represents the best policy analysis to date. The expectations are that this living document will
serve as a building block to discuss and incorporate incremental improvements on the best available
policy analysis for future policy reports on the minimum wage.

3.3

Sensitivity Analysis

When a policy analysis has achieved high levels of TR for each standard, it is possible to conduct a
sensitivity analysis for each component used in the policy analysis. For this exercise it is particularly
useful to have all of the outputs of the policy analysis (policy estimates) in the same units, and to
clearly identify the dimensions to be normatively aggregated by policy makers.



For our case study, the original CBO report presented the beneﬁts and costs in diﬀerent units: wage
gains speciﬁc for families that have a net wage increase due to the new minimum wage, wage losses for
speciﬁc families that have net wage decrease due to job loss, and average income lost for all families
that is used to pay for the wage increase, labeled from now on balance losses, and distributed across
poverty line bins (less than one FPL, between one and three FPL, etc).
Taking the DD to the highest level of TR in the workﬂow standard implies that these beneﬁts and
costs have to be translated into the same units. For this purpose all of the policy estimates are
expressed in terms of average per-capita income gain/loss, across quintiles of income.
With ﬁve quintiles and three types of policy estimates (net wage gain, net wage loss, and balance
loss), the dimensions of the analysis becomes too large even when looking at a few parameters. As
an illustration of how all dimensions could be condensed into a single number, I model the diﬀerent
valuations of hypothetical policy makers using additive weights for each policy estimate and weights
to account for diﬀerent redistributional preferences. The result is a welfare function (W (·)) that
combines all of the policy estimates and personal valuations of a given policy maker.
Formally, W can be deﬁned as the weighted sum of policy estimates for the wage gain (wgi ), wage
losses (wli ) and balance losses (bli ) across all individuals, where each policy estimate receives a
weight ωwg , ωwl , ωbl , and the distributional preferences are a function of the income quintile of each
individual ωid (Qi , ρ):

W (ρ) =



(ωwg wgi + ωwl wli + ωbl bli ) ωid (Qi , ρ)

(3.3.1)

i∈N

with:
ωid (Qi , ρ) =

(1 − ρ(Qi − Qmedian ))
 d
Qmax
i ωi (Qi )


for ρ ∈

1 1
− ,
2 2



Qi represent the quintile in the income distribution (1 the lowest and Qmax = 5 the highest), and
ρ parametrizes the preferences towards redistribution (ρ < 0 dislikes redistribution, ρ > 0 likes
redistribution). The parameter ρ is restricted to values between − 12 and

1
2

so all weights are strictly

positive. This function was designed ad-hoc only to illustrate a possible set of preferences used by
policy makers when observing the policy estimates.


As an illustration, ﬁgure 3.3.1 presents values of W (·) for diﬀerent redistributional preferences (ρ)
assuming ωW G = ωW L = ωBL . In this example a policy maker that values redistribution positively (
with ρ = 0.1), will see a value of $9.7 billion dollars over increasing this minimum wage. Conversely,
a policy maker that dislikes redistribution (with a ρ = −0.1), would value the proposed policy
at -$5.7 billion dollars. Part of sensitivity analysis is performed over this two sample positions
(W (ρ = 0.1), W (ρ = −0.1)), so those two values are highlighted in the ﬁgure.

Figure 3.3.1: Normative Policy Estimates for diﬀerent distributional preferences (ρ). Red lines
represent values of W (ρ) for ρ = 0.1 and ρ = −0.1, to be used in the sensitivity analysis
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In this chapter I describe the Dynamic Document created to achieve the highest standards of TR.
Then I use the TR guidelines to compare the DD and the original report from CBO.

4.1

Description of the Dynamic Document for the CBO
Report

Two formats of DD were considered for reproducing the CBO report. The ﬁrst version aimed to display the report verbatim, adding annotations with equations, code, and added narrative to achieve
the highest levels of TR. While doing this exercise two diﬃculties emerged: some methodological
procedures were not sequentially connected (for example the data used to compute eﬀects on employment is described as the CPS on page 20, but on page 32 is it possible to infer that it is speciﬁcally


referring to the CPS Outgoing Rotation Group), and other policy estimates were found to have no
methodological description whatsoever.
In the second format, two major changes were made: ﬁrst, several discussions in the report that
lacked any quantitative analysis were grouped under "other factors" and brieﬂy summarized at the
end of each section. Second, the DD was structured around the key policy estimates produced (eﬀects
on employment and family income), such that the reader can see the narrative, the equations, the
code, and the output in the same sections.
The ﬁnal version of the dynamic document (DD) for the CBO report can be found at http://
rpubs.com/fhoces/dd_cbo_mw. The DD is designed to achieve the best readability in website
format (HTML), but a PDF version is provided in the appendix of this dissertation. The reader is
invited to explore the DD in its entirety. Here is a brief description of its key features.
Clear description of all the steps. One important beneﬁt of using a DD is that as the analysis
is performed in the code it is complemented with a narrative and analytical explanation at every
step. For example, the images 4.1.1 - 4.1.3 show that when calling the data, a hyperlink is provided
for all of the alternative data sources, and the code can be unfolded in the same document to see
how the data is being used.
Dynamic behavior of tables and ﬁgures (minimal hard coding). Most of the outputs,
including plots and tables, are not hard-coded but are produced every time the source ﬁle is executed
(in R). This minimizes the risk of human error and facilitates multiple sensitivity tests. For example,
images 4.1.4 - 4.1.5 show how the ﬁnal population is computed analytically, displays the relevant
statistics to compute the population, and the code that executes the calculation can be unfolded in
the same ﬁle.



Figure 4.1.1: Screen shot of DD: Beginning of the document. Brief introduction, ﬂoating table of
contents, and link to github repository where users can download the source code to reproduce the
same document.
Openness and role for Git. The complete analysis presented in the DD is generated using one ﬁle.
That ﬁle can be downloaded and modiﬁed by anybody. Modiﬁcations to the DD can be suggested by
other analysts through GitHub. This is probably the most important feature of TR policy analysis,
as it provides a structure to incrementally improve analyses that until now have to be redone every
time a policy issue resurfaces.



Figure 4.1.2: Screen shot of DD: Everything in one ﬁle. Starting from the data. The document lists
(with links) the possible data sets to be used, and below a section can be unfold and where it shows
the actual code used to call the data from a speciﬁc web location

Figure 4.1.3: Screen shot of DD: Unfolding the code chunk that downloads the data.



Figure 4.1.4: Screen shot of DD: Computing statistics for the relevant population. Every time the
data or code changes, the output of this table will change dynamically

Figure 4.1.5: Screen shot of DD: As each element of the table reacts to variations in the code it will
the ﬁnal key statistic used in the calculations of employment.



4.2

Assessing TR in Original CBO Report and in the DD

Using the guidelines developed in section 3.1.1, the two policy analyses (original CBO and reproduction in DD) are compared side-by-side across each standard of TR. The reader can use table 4.2.1
or a checklist provided in appendix 7.2 of this document as a reference.
Table 4.2.1: Summary of Guidelines for Transparent and Reproducible Policy Analysis
Standard

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Workﬂow

Policy
estimates
vaguely
described

All of the inputs,
and their
corresponding
sources, used in the
calculations are
listed

Lvl 1 + Policy
estimates are
listed, in the same
unit if possible

Lvl 2 + all of the
components can be
modiﬁed with little
eﬀort

Data

Report
says
nothing

Clearly stated
whether all, some
components, or
none of the data is
available, with
instructions for
access when
possible.

Lvl 1 + report and
data are in same
place

Lvl 2 + Report has
speciﬁc lines of
code that call the
data and changes
in the data produce
traceable changes
in the report

Methods
& Code

Key
assumptions are
listed

Methods are
described in prose.
Large amount of
work is required to
reproduce
qualitatively
similar estimates

Methods are
described in prose,
with detailed
formulas, and code
is provided as
supplementary
material

Lvl 2 + All is in
the same document
where changes in
the code aﬀect the
output
automatically

Adapted from TOP guidelines (Nosek et al, 2015) v1.0.1

4.2.1

Standard #1: Workflow

Original: Level 1
It required a large amount of work to identify the components of the analysis in the report. Analytic work was intertwined with narrative justiﬁcation of other factors where no methodology was
provided.
It was also hard to separate methodological information (sources, inputs and model in term of ﬁgure


2.2.5) from the policy estimates that are inputs for policy makers. The policy estimates are presented
across diﬀerent tables, visualizations and in diﬀerent units.
DD: Level 2.5
An important diﬀerence between the original report and the DD, in the workﬂow standard, has to
do with how the policy estimates are presented to inform policy makers’ decisions. As discussed in
section 3.1.1.1, a highly transparent policy analysis should aim to make clear and salient all of the
advantages (i.e. beneﬁts, positive eﬀects) and disadvantages (i.e. costs, negative eﬀects) that were
produced as part of the empirical analysis. As described in the introduction, this is precisely what
happened in response to the CBO publication.
This ideal level of transparency would minimize the opportunities for policy makers and stakeholders
to selectively read the results of a report. And when such selective reading happens, this level of
transparency would help to properly identify and keep a record of such selection.
Here I suggest that all the information needed by the policy makers should be contained in a single
visualization or table. This output should identify all of the positive components produced by the
analysis to be weighted diﬀerently by diﬀerent policy makers. It is important that a consensus should
be achieved on how to present such an outcome: its format should be invariant to future versions of
the report, and when variations occur they should be properly documented and justiﬁed.
I begin with a visualization that puts together all the key policy estimates from CBO in their original
format, and then argue for a diﬀerent presentation that is closer to the ideal discussed above.
In a ﬁrst attempt, ﬁgure 4.2.1 presents the policy estimates as discussed in the CBO report. On
the x-axis we have all of the population sorted by per-capita income (before wage wage variations),
and on the y-axis we have their variation in anual per-capita income. In addition to the two axes 6
red vertical lines were drawn to represent from one to six poverty lines. Each black dot above zero
represent net wage gains for individuals in a household, while each black dot below zero represents
net wage losses. Both of these changes represent the income variation for speciﬁc households that
are directly aﬀected by the raise in minimum wage (most do not observe a wage variation and are
represented in the black dots clustered over zero). The blue dots represent the reduction in income
for all individuals in the economy needed to pay for the raise in the minimum wage. Unlike the wage
variations, these changes are applied to all individuals and should be interpreted as average income



variation for individuals in diﬀerent bins of poverty levels.

Figure 4.2.1: Gains and losses in diﬀerent units.
Each black dot represents the variation in household per-capita income due to wage gains or job
losses. The vertical red lines represent poverty lines (for a household of one). And the blue dots
represent the average loss imputed to each individual in the population, to pay for the gain in
minimum wage.
This ﬁgures succeeds at bringing all of the policy estimates into one frame, but does not present
comparable units (eﬀective wage variations v. average income loss).
In a second attempt, ﬁgure 4.2.2 puts the three policy estimates in the same units as average income
variation for each source: wage gain, wage, loss, balance loss. Following CBO’s original format these
averages are take across all populations within each bin of poverty lines.
The problem with this ﬁgure is that not all bins contain the same number of people. This is a
very good example of how the positive analysis, if presented according to ﬁgure 4.2.2, is implicitly
suggesting a non-obvious normative component in its analysis: if a policy maker were to compare



Figure 4.2.2: Gains and losses. Same units, but diﬀerent denominator. Red bars represent average
per-capita income gain due to wage gains. Green bars are the average per-capita income loss due to
job loss. And blue bars are the average income loss used to paid for the wage gains. Each average
is computed within each poverty line bin, and the number of people in each bin diﬀers.
gains and losses in this ﬁgure she would be weighing the eﬀect on wealthy people much more than the
eﬀects on low income people (for example: there are six times more people below the ﬁrst poverty
line, as there are above six poverty lines).
In the third and ﬁnal iteration, ﬁgure 4.2.3 presents the three policy estimates using the same units
(per-capita average within group), and displays the distributional eﬀects, across equally sized groups
(quintiles): net wage gains due to raising the minimum wage (wage gain), net wage losses due to
raising the minimum wage (wage loss), and income loss required to pay for the increase in the
minimum wage (balance loss). Now policy makers and stake holder can look at the same ﬁgure
and use it to support diﬀerent positions. This is one of the main goals of increasing TR in policy
analysis.



Figure 4.2.3: Gains and losses. Same units and denominator. Red bars represent average per-capita
income gain due to wage gains. Green bars are the average per-capita income loss due to job loss.
And blue bars are the average income loss use to paid for the wage gains. Each average is computed
within quintile of distribution of income. By construction the number of people in each quintile is
the same.
In addition to transparency in the output, TR in the workﬂow dimension also involves a clear
understanding and display of all the steps involve in the analysis. Following the structure of ﬁgure
2.2.5, the DD connects all the sources (data, research and guess work) with the inputs needed to do
the analysis. Tables 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 list all of the components of the policy analysis for the case study
and how they connect to each other. With all of these components clearly labeled and displayed,
now it is easier to reproduce the analysis presented here, to improve it and to critically appraise it.
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Figure 4.2.4: Simpliﬁed workﬂow diagram for case study on minimum wage
This diagram is a high level representation of how the analysis was carried out. In an upcoming book
of case studies on how to achieve computational reproducibility in data-intensive sciences (Kitzes,
J., Turek, D., and Deniz, F. (Eds.), 2017), several demonstrations are made of how the workﬂow
representation can be even more transparent. To highlight that the workﬂow dimension can improve
even further, it is scored at level 2.5 instead of 3.



Table 4.2.2: Sources and Inputes Used in Creation of Dynamic Document
Source

Input

Data
CPS ORG 2013
(CEPR version)

Number of salary workers in 2013
g

(N
g ∈ {teen, adult})
f inal
Fraction of workers below the new minimum wage
(Pŵ≤M W 1 |g )
Average wage variation for those below the new min
wage (%Δwg )
Non-compliance rate (α1g )

CPS ASEC 2012
(CEPR version)

Wages and Non-Wage Income distribution (dFw , dFnw )
Household size (Nh )
Hours/weeks worked (ŵ, ĥ)

State level Min. Wage (DOL)

Trends in state min. wage (M Wts )

10-year economic forecast (CBO)

Predicted worker growth by 2016 (in 2013) (gˆN ); Wage
ˆ )
growth in by 2016 (gˆw ); Non-wage growth by 2016 (gnw

Research
Elasticity of labor demand for
teenagers
Ripple eﬀects

Guess Work
Extrapolation factor from teenagers
to adults
Adjustment for eﬀective wage
variation and population
Net beneﬁts
Aggregate consumption eﬀects on
employment
Distribution of balance losses
Fract. of wage losses used to pay
wage gains
Job killing process: fraction of jobs

lit
ηteen
= −0.1

From Rlb = $8.7 to Rub = $11.5 with a “ripple” intensity
of RI = 50%

Fex = 1/3
Fadj = 4.5
NˆB = $2billion
ˆ = 40, 000 new jobs
OF
dBL = (1%, 29%, 70%) if income ∈ [0, 1P L, 6P L, +)
Fsubs = 1
Cut wages in half for twice the number of jobs destroyed



Table 4.2.3: Components of Model and Policy Estimates Used in Creation of Dynamic Document
Model
Predicted household income with and
without min wage increase.
Depends on:
g
g

g
N
f inal , Pŵ≤M W 1 |g , %Δw , α1 ,
dFw , dFnw , Nh , ŵ, ĥ, M Wts , gˆN , gˆw , gnw
ˆ ,
lit
ˆ
, Rlb , Rub , RI , Fex , Fadj , OF
ηteen
Predicted household income with and
without min wage increase.
Depends on:
g
g

g
N
f inal , Pŵ≤M W 1 |g , %Δw , α1 ,
dFw , dFnw , Nh , ŵ, ĥ, M Wts , gˆN , gˆw , gnw
ˆ ,
lit
ˆ
, Fex , Fadj , OF
ηteen
Distribution of balance losses
Depends on: W Gq (·), W Lq (·), NˆB,
Fsubs , dBL

Policy estimate
(per quintile)
Average gain in per
capita income due
to net wage
increase.
(W Gq )
Average loss in per
capita income due
to net wage
decrease.
(W Lq )
Average loss in per
capita income to
balance wage gains.
(BLq )



4.2.2

Standard #2: Data

Original: Level 1
There are four data sets used in the analysis: The Current Population Survey (CPS) Outgoing
Rotation Group (ORG), the CPS Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC), the 10-Year
Economic Projections from CBO, and the Department of Labor data on federal and state minimum
wage. Although it is possible to infer from reading the report that those were the data used, they
are not clearly labeled, no speciﬁc information is provided on which version of the data was used,
and the data is not directly accessible from the report.
For example, there are three versions publicly available of the CPS: CPS raw ﬁles, ORG NBER and
ORG CEPR. None is an exact copy of the other, so it was necessary to add an assumption regarding
which data to use. The analysis was performed using the CEPR ORG data base.
A similar situation happened with the year of the data, as the report does not mention if the analysis
is using data from 2013 or 2012. Given the time of publication (February 2014) and the dates of
release of the CPS data, it was assumed that 2013 was available for the ORG ﬁle but not for the
ASEC ﬁles.
In summary, the data is partially identiﬁed, not easily accessible, and not ready to apply a quick
reproduction.
DD: Level 3
The original version of the report already had achieved level one of TR in the Sources standard. The
additions made in the DD aimed to put the data and report together, and to allow for automatic
update of the data sources.
For example, the call for the ﬁrst data set (Current Population Survey - Outgoing Rotation Group
2013) now happens in section 2.1 of the DD where, for the ﬁrst-time user, the data is downloaded
from the web and requires a one line change of code to repeat the same exercise with diﬀerent
versions of the CPS ORG (diﬀerent year or data repository).
The same methodology was applied for all four data sets used in the analysis (CPS ORG, CPS
ASEC, State level minimum wage data base, and 10 year macroeconomic forecast from CBO). If an
analyst would like to perform the same analysis but over diﬀerent time periods, the analyst must



simply modify the year parameters in the data calls.

4.2.3

Standard #3: Methods

Original: Level 1
The overall CBO methodology is a simulation approach. It consists of forecasting the distribution
of wages and family income from 2013 to 2016, and imputing wage gains and job losses according
to a set of parameters.
However, level one of TR still leaves many elements of the analysis unexplained and requires a
large eﬀort to reproduce qualitatively similar results. For example, a heavily debated issue after
the publication of CBO’s analysis was the eﬀects on employment: 500,000 jobs lost. As discussed
in section 2.3, most of the academic debate can be grouped into scholars that support an elasticity
of labor demand of -0.1 (large eﬀects on employment) and those who support estimates closer to
-0.01 (small eﬀects). A quick read of the report would suggest that the former estimates were the
ones ﬁnally chosen (US Congressional Budget Oﬃce, 2014, page 25), but using this elasticity would
produce an eﬀect on employment on the order of 300,000 jobs lost1 . A more detailed read of the
report suggested that this parameter was only applied to teenagers, while the elasticity for adults
was adjusted by one third (page 28). Incorporating this into the analysis would render a job loss
estimate closer to 100,000. A detailed review of the report (pages 26-28) would reveal an adjustment
that follows Neumark and Wascher (2008) and Brown (1999) and would increase the elasticity of
teenagers and adults by factors of 3.2 and 19.5 respectively, rendering 1.1 million jobs lost. Only after
an exhaustive review of the report did it became clear that the factor used for the ﬁnal adjustment
was 4.5 for both populations (page 28), which renders the reported policy estimate of 500 thousand
job lost.
The overall replication process described in the previous paragraph required several days of dedicated
work, and the ﬁnal eﬀect on employment depended, in addition to the much debated elasticity, on
other components that were largely ignored in the ﬁnal report. A review of the technical discussion
following the publication of CBO’s report did not reveal any of the elements discussed above.
1 Assuming target population ≈ 22 million, and average wage increase for that population of ≈ 14%, and noncompliance rate of ≈ 15%



DD: Level 2
In the methodological description, CBO leaves a few unexplained components that were either
ignored or guessed, but are explicitly mentioned in the DD. Another dimension for improvement in
the Methods standard is the structure of the report. Some analysis is quantitative while another
ﬁts a more narrative description, and sometimes it is not clear which is being described. Here the
beneﬁt of hindsight allowed for a focus on the key methodological components of the analysis that
were discussed after the publication of the original report (focusing for example on only one wage
increase option instead of two).
The DD also combines the methodological explanations with the code that applies those methods
in each step (level 2), and allows the user/reader to see how the result reacts to changes in the
parameters used (level 3).
Repeating the example of reproducing the eﬀects on employment is only necessary to ﬁnd the policy
estimate (478,000 jobs lost) and in the same section the equation behind that calculation is presented,
together with a table that contains all of the elements needed for such calculation.
Even though the DD increased TR substantially, there are still elements for improvement. Speciﬁcally, the coding component of this exercise still can be upgraded in two dimensions. First, in terms
of readability, or use of syntax that allows non-R users to understand what is happening, it scores
very low. Second, the users/readers can changes parameters, but have to execute the whole dynamic document to observe changes. One important lesson for future work is that wrapping almost
all small chunks of code into functions makes the sensitivity analysis stage a much more straight
forward process. Good examples that address these two issues can be found in Kitzes, J., Turek, D.,
and Deniz, F. (Eds.) (2017).



Chapter 5

Sensitivity Analysis
One of the main purposes of the dynamic document (DD) is that, after achieving high levels of
transparency and reproducibility (TR), an arbitrarily large number of sensitivity analysis can be
performed to assess how variations in any component of the analysis aﬀect the ﬁnal result.
Here I perform sensitivity analysis with two aims: (i) demonstrate a key feature of the DD, and (ii)
taking the policy analysis from CBO as given, I explore which components of the analysis would
beneﬁt from more research. Readers/users of the DD are encouraged to perform, with minimal
eﬀort, diﬀerent sensitivity analyses reﬂecting their own interests.
First I vary a few parameters and compare the output for all policy estimates. Second, to explore variations in all the components, I use the welfare function (W (ρ)) described in section 3.3,
parametrized to represent policy makers with a preference in favor of redistribution (ρ = 0.1) and
one against it (ρ = −0.1).



5.1

Sensitivity of a Few Parameters for all Policy
Estimates

Figure 5.1.1 show how all of the ﬁnal policy estimates (panel A) vary when one parameter is changed
at a time. To facilitate the comparison the margins of the vertical axis are ﬁxed at the same value
across panels.
Given that most of the academic debate on minimum wage has been between the schools of large
eﬀects on employment (with an elasticity for teenagers of -0.1) and small eﬀects on employment
(elasticity of -0.01), a natural candidate for the ﬁrst sensitivity analysis is the elasticity of labor
demand for teenagers. As the value chosen in the CBO report analysis was -0.1, the sensitivity is
to choose -0.01 (a 90% reduction from the original value). The results are presented in panel B.
The overall picture is not that diﬀerent. The wage losses (green) bar moves closer to zero for all
quintiles, but its variation is small relative to the other two sources of change in income (wage gains
and balance losses). Moreover, this reduction in wage losses by construction aﬀects the other two
policy estimates: more workers are receiving a wage increase, and the balance losses also increase to
pay for such gain. The increase in balance losses is twice as large as the change in wage gains due
to a key assumption in the model: the ﬁrms resources use from ﬁred workers are used one-to-one to
oﬀset the increase in payroll. This is another example of a debatable assumption that was not clear
in the original report.
Panel C shows how the policy estimates change when, relative to panel A, only the non-compliance
rate changes from 15% to 22.5% (a 50% increase). An increase in non-compliance implies less people
getting a wage increase, while maintaining constant the amount of workers who lose their jobs (again
by assumption of the original model). This implies that families that see a net increase in earnings
get a smaller gain across quintiles, and families that see a net loss get a bigger (than panel A) net
loss. The overall resources used to pay for the wage gains are also reduced, henceforth the balance
losses are also smaller. All the changes observed from panel A to panel C are larger in magnitude
than the ones observed from panel A to B. The 50% increase in the non-compliance rate might be
large, but there is little literature on the value of this parameter and its relationship with diﬀerent
levels of the minimum wage.



(a) Panel A

(b) Panel B

(c) Panel C

(d) Panel D



teens
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Figure 5.1.1: Panel A: Original policy estimates; Panel B: Change in Elasticity of Labor Demand: from ηlit
= −0.1 to ηlit
=
−
−0.01(Δ 90%); Panel C: Change in non-compliance rate: from 15% to 22.5%; Panel D: Change in Distribution of Balance losses:
from (1P L, 6P L) ∼ (1%, 29%, 70%) to (20%, 40%, 40%)

Panel D shows the policy estimates when the distribution of balance losses is changed from (1%, 29%, 70%)1 ,
to (20%, 40%, 40%). In this case nothing changes with the net gains and net losses from wage variations, but the balance losses are now payed more heavily by individuals in quintiles one and two.
Now individuals in quintile one are on average worse oﬀ with a raise in the minimum wage, and
individuals in the second quintile are oﬀsetting about one ﬁfth of their gains in balance losses. This
represents the largest variation in income for lowest quintiles across all for panels. This new distribution of losses is completely arbitrary, but is as arbitrary as the originally proposed one. Increasing
our knowledge about this distribution of knowledge seems to be of high policy relevance.
The purpose of the brief sensitivity analysis performed in ﬁgure 5.1.1 is to illustrate how more
transparency in the way in which the policy estimates are produced can increase our understanding
of how sensitive the ﬁnal output is to its underlying assumptions. To perform a more comprehensive
sensitivity analysis it is necesary to reduce the dimensionality of the output. For this purpose I
use the sample welfare function introduced in section 3.3 and study how hypothetical policy makers
would change their valuations when all the underlying parameters of the analysis vary.

5.2

Sensitivity of all Parameters on a Sample Welfare
Function

Next, the sensitivity analysis is carried out over a larger set of the inputs identiﬁed in the DD (table
4.2.2) and its eﬀect is evaluated over the hypothetical preferences of two types of policy makers: one
that favors redistribution and one that does not (W (ρ = 0.1) and W (ρ = −0.1) of equation 3.3.1
respectively).
For each parameter, two types of perturbations were applied: a 10% increase and a 10% decrease
from its current level. This methodology was applied to all of the parameters in the table with the
exception of those that describe the distribution of balance losses. In the sensitivity analysis, the
parameters for the distribution of balances losses were chosen to reﬂect three scenarios: a higher
share of the losses paid by the wealthy (1%, 4%, 95%), a slightly less “progressive” loss scheme
(5%, 35%, 60%), a ﬂat distribution of losses (40%, 54%, 6%), and a uniform distribution of balance
1 1% the total wage gain is paid by individuals with income below the poverty line, 29% by those with income
between one and 6 poverty lines, and 70% by those with incomes greater than 6 poverty lines



losses.
Table 5.2.1: %ΔW for a %Δ in inputs. Two sample policy makers: dislikes (W (−0.1) = −$5.7bn)
and likes (W (0.1) = $9.7bn) redistribution

Source
Data

Input
Annual wage growth (gw )
Annual growth in N

Re-distributional Preferences
Dislikes (ρ = −0.1)
Likes (ρ = 0.1)
10%Δ+
10%Δ−
10%Δ+ 10%Δ−
-3%
0.8%

2%
-0.7%

-2%
0.5%

1%
-0.4%

-4%
37%
5%

4%
-23%
-5%

-2%
21%
3%

2%
-13%
-3%

-2%
-7%

2%
7%
20%
4%

-1%
-4%

1%
4%
-8%
-2%

Research
ηteen
Ripple Scope (8.7, 11.5)
Ripple Intensity (50%Δw)
Guess Work
Extrapolation factor (Fex )
Non compliance (α1 )
Substitution factor (Fsub )
Net beneﬁts
Distribution of balance losses
Current: (1%, 29%, 70%)
(1%, 4%, 95%)
(5%, 35%, 60%)
1/N

-4%

22%
-16%
-127%

2%

13%
-9%
-72%

Table 5.2.1 suggests that, in addition to the elasticity of labor demand, there are many other
components of the policy analysis that can have consequential eﬀect on the ﬁnal decision made by
policy makers.
For example, changes in the current values of the ripple eﬀects inputs would play a pivotal role in
either of the two hypothetical positions. A 10% variation in the scope parameters (the range of the
ripples), from (8.7, 11.5) to (7.8, 12.7) would increase the policy makers’ valuations by 37% for those
against and by 21% for those in favor of raising the minimum wage.
It is important to acknowledge that the academic debate around the elasticity of labor demand
would represent a 90% reduction from the current value used in the analysis. This implies changes
in valuations around 36% and 18%, making it a consequential debate for policy purposes. What the
results in table 5.2.1 suggest is that other components play an equally important role, and yet much
less is known about them.
The ripple eﬀects could have a much larger or narrower scope and intensity, as the literature around


it is scarce. All of the parameters in the guess work category can have a much wider range as almost
nothing is known about them.
To explore further the issue of how the welfare valuations would change for diﬀerent ranges in the
parameters I use again as an example the components involved in computing the ﬁnal elasticity of
labor demand. As the DD shows; three components are needed to compute the ﬁnal elasticity: the
elasticity of labor demand for teenagers, the extrapolation factor from that elasticity to the elasticity
of adults, and a adjustment factor that aims to correct for the target population (a detailed discussion
of all three can be found in section 2.3.2 of the DD).
For these three components I compute the sample welfare function for values in favor of and against
redistribution. The ranges of each factor are chosen to reﬂect plausible values. The extrapolation
factor chosen in the CBO report is 1/3 based on the argument that the adults’ elasticity is smaller.
As no clear justiﬁcation for that reason could be found, I set a range from 0 to 1.5 to reﬂect that
it most likely is smaller, but could also be equal or slightly greater. The adjustment factor is much
harder to justify as the chosen value of the report (4.5) diﬀers drastically from its value in the data
(∼ 18). For this reason, the range is allow to vary from 1 (no adjustment) to 20. Finally the range
for the elasticity of teenagers is set from 0 to 0.2. Values above 0.2 would imply, holding the other
parameters constant, a number of job losses of about 1 million workers, a magnitude equivalent
to half a percentage point of the national unemployment rate (from 4.7% to 5.3%). This informal
type of bounding can be make much more rigorurous when complemented with some of Manski’s
prescriptions discussed in the introduction and detailed in Manski (2009).





Figure 5.2.1: Value of welafare function for sample position in favor of redistribution (W (ρ = 0.1))
and agains redistribution (W (ρ = 0.1)), for three parameters in the analysis: extrapolation factor
(top panel), adjustment factor (middle panel), and elasticiy of labor demand for teenagers (lower
panel).

Figure 5.2.1 shows how the welfare function, for ρ = 0.1 (red) and ρ = −0.1 (dashed black), varies
for all three components. The vertical axis was ﬁxed to compare the slope of each curve across
plots. The key takeaway from this ﬁgure is that all three components seem to change the welfare
function in similar fashion, but the discussion related to dis-employment eﬀects is disproportionately
occupied by the value of the elasticity of labor demand.
Figures 5.1.1 and 5.2.1 and table 5.2.1 suggest that if all gains and losses are weighted equally,
the academic discussion between an elasticity of -0.1 or -0.01 might not be as policy relevant.
Alternatively, the debate around the elasticity of labor demand for teens could be compatible with
a very high weight on those speciﬁc type of losses.
In the last sensitivity analysis I explore further how the overall welfare, of the two sample policy
maker, changes when the distribution of losses changes. Figure 5.2.2 shows for each panel a distribution of balance losses, and the two numbers inside the plots are the welfare function values for
each sample position. The left panel is the original distribution of losses as proposed by CBO. A
plausible explanation for this distribution is that most of the wage gain is paid by a reduction in
proﬁt by wealthy business owners, and a small fraction of the gains is paid either by a small increase
in general prices or a reduction in proﬁts of middle income business owners. The ﬁrst panel on the
right (top-right) is a more extreme version of this, where individuals with a income above 6 poverty
lines pay almost the entirety of the wage increase.
The second, third and fourth panels from the right (top to bottom) represent a version where the
distribution of balance losses is paid either less progressively, uniformly, or slightly regressively.
This could happen if the wage increase is ﬁnally paid by an increase in prices of goods that are
more commonly consumed by population of lower income. There is not much evidence to help us
choose the scenario that best represents the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage in the US, and the
changes in the sample welfare functions are larger than any of the changes discussed in the previous
sensitivity analysis.
If the relative valuations of each type of gain and loss are relatively similar, the policy debate could
beneﬁt from additional research in elements like non-compliance rates, adjustment factors, scope
and intensity of ripple eﬀects, and the distribution of balance losses used to pay for the increase in
wages. It seems that the most consequential parameters are the ones that describe the distribution
of balance losses. Very little is known about who ﬁnally carries the burden of a raise in the minimum



Figure 5.2.2: Diﬀerent distribution of balance losses. Width of each bar represents population size,
height is the average amount paid by each person in each bin. The numbers inside each panel
represent the welfare function for values W (ρ = 0.1) / W (−ρ = 0.1). Panel on the left is the distribution used in the original report. Upper right is a distribution where losses are more progressive
(1%, 5%, 94%). The second panel on the right has a less progressive distribution (30%, 50%, 20%).
The second-to-last panel has a uniform eﬀect over the population (40%, 54%, 6%). And the bottom
right panel has a slightly regressive distribution of losses (45%, 50%, 05%)
wage. Understanding this distribution should be an priority in a evidence-based policy debate around
the minimum wage.



MaCurdy (2015) analyses the distributional eﬀects of the minimum wage, using a input-output
consumption approach combined with a simulation model. His simulations suggest that the burden
of balance losses are paid in a larger share by wealthy households, but in a smaller magnitude
than the one assumed in the CBO analysis. Harasztosi et al (2015) estimates the eﬀects of a large
minimum wage increase in Hungary and concludes that most of the raise is passed to consumers
through prices. To estimate the eﬀect of raising the minimum wage on the ﬁnal distribution of
balance losses the simulation approach (MaCurdy) could be combined with the eﬀects estimated on
workers and ﬁrms (Harasztosi and Lindert)
Finally, the sensitivity analysis performed here represents only a small fraction of all the variation
that can be studied once, particularly if combinations of variations are considered. The goal is to
motivate readers to clone their own version of the DD and perform multiple analyses of interest.
This is one of the main beneﬁts of the open-source feature of the dynamic document developed for
this dissertation.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Extensions

6.1

Conclusions

This dissertation translates and implements guidelines and tools for transparency and reproducibility
(TR) in science into policy analysis. The goal of this methodological innovation was to propose an
additional solution in response to the critique of low credibility of policy analysis (Manski, 2013).
Increasing TR in policy analysis increases its credibility, helps to provide a clear connection between
research and policy analysis, and allows for systematic improvement and automation in speciﬁc
and recurrent policy analyses. Drawing a parallel between the reproducibility/credibility crisis in
science made it possible to identify similar solutions. After translating standards of TR into the
policy analysis setting, as a case study I implemented the highest level of TR into a report from the
Congressional Budget Oﬃce on the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage.
The results from the case study show how a dynamic document in open source format, the highest
standard of TR, can draw a clear connection between research inputs and the output of a policy
analysis. The transparency component helped to identify potential weaknesses in the original policy
analysis, and the reproducibility component allowed for a comprehensive sensitivity analysis that
shed light on where new knowledge could be the most valuable. As an example, the sensitivity
analysis suggests that, from the perspective of policy relevancy, the research agenda on the eﬀects of
minimum wage on employment is over-studied relative to other areas like the distribution of losses


used to pay for the increase in wages.
The open source nature of the dynamic document aims to provide the foundation for a constructive
debate around the technical issues of a recurrent policy issue. It allows for updates in short term
and long term dimensions. The vast majority of policy analysis is to “put down ﬁres”, i.e. to
address pressing issues that need some type of immediate solution. For this reason the technical
contributions in the short term category should accept the proposed model as the correct one and
oversee its correct implementation. In parallel, contributors to the DD can propose structural
modiﬁcations to the analysis, to be addressed in the next cycle of the policy debate.
If this approach to policy analysis were to become the status quo, beneﬁts would be observed in at
least four dimensions. First, the cost of producing the next (or marginal) report would be reduced
substantially. Second, any modiﬁcation to the original report would be incremental, as opposed to
arbitrary, as the policy analysis debate discussion would now have a framework to systematically
improve upon previous work. Third, as multiple analyses adopt this approach, and diﬀerent reports
become “living documents”, updating a shared parameter (for example: estimates regarding the
deadweight loss of a tax/subsidy or estimates about the statistical value of a year of life) could
easily be implemented across reports. And fourth, as clarity is added to the positive elements of a
policy discussion, it would be easier to have a normative policy debate that clariﬁes the positions of
diﬀerent policy makers.
Finally, a key issue that is not addressed in this dissertation is who should be responsible for the
implementation of this approach. Policy analysts face strong time and resource constraints, and
adding a set of protocols and techniques seems diﬃcult. Those best suited to this task should have a
less stringent resource constrain, but be closely related to the the policy issue and analysis. Possible
candidates are banks of knowledge as proposed by Clemens and Kremer (2016), public policy schools,
think tanks or expert commissions.



6.2

Extensions within the current case study (minimum
wage)

• Further disaggregate the CBO results: The results presented in the original CBO report,
and reproduced here, are presented at the national level, and aggregated across all demographics. As the dynamic document (DD) allows for one click reproducibility and the open
source format allows for easy modiﬁcations, it is possible to expand the analysis to subgroups.
This way, estimates of the three eﬀects (wage gains, wage losses, and balance losses) could be
displayed at a state or county level, separating also by gender and/or age groups.
• Expand margins of interest: Currently the analysis estimates eﬀects on wages (directly and
through ripple eﬀects), employment, and the overall eﬀect on the economy. However, there are
multiple other dimensions, or margins, where raising the minimum wage could have relevant
policy implications. Clemens and Wither (2014) present a non-exhaustive list of possible
margins of interest, in addition to the ones studied here, which include; income trajectories of
low-skilled workers; ﬁrm oﬀerings of beneﬁts including health insurance; ﬁrm spending on the
quality of workplace conditions; ﬁrm substitution between low-skilled labor, high-skilled labor,
and capital; ﬁrm utilization of inputs with which low-skilled labor is complementary; incomes
of ﬁrm owners; and prices of goods produced by ﬁrms that employ minimum wage workers.
Long term revisions of the current DD could add such dimensions into the analysis.
• Interactive policy tool: Open source DDs allows analysts to download the code and modify
it according to their interests. However, this requires knowledge in computer programming
and a clear understanding of how the analysis works. To address this limitation, the R package
shiny complements the DD with a reactive web-based tool that allows users to modify diﬀerent
components of the analysis and see immediately how those changes aﬀect the ﬁnal output. For
a proof of concept click here1 to see a toy example with simulated data. This tool can be
targeted to four types of audiences: researchers, policy analysts, decision makers, and the
general public. With this tool, diﬀerent stakeholders could make explicit their subjective
choice of some of the inputs in the analysis.
1 https://fhoces.shinyapps.io/example_min_wage/



6.3

General extensions to TR in policy analysis

• Connecting TR in policy analysis and research: An immediate connection can be made
between TR in policy analysis and the transparency and openness framework in science: adding
TR to the way parameters from research are selected into the policy analysis framework (ﬁgure
2.2.5). In the case study presented here, that would involve a meta-analysis that combines
the diﬀerent studies of the minimum wage, each with speciﬁc weights, and a prior distribution
(Gelman et al, 2014) to produce the value of -0.1.
Performing meta-analyses also requires a signiﬁcant eﬀort in identifying the studies, standarizing eﬀects and modeling the average eﬀect appropriately. For the ﬁeld of development
economics, Vivalt (2015) developed a website (aidgrade.org) that aims to collect standarized
eﬀects from all the literature, and Rising and Hsiang (2014) developed a web-based tool
(dmas.berkeley.edu) that allows researchers to make explicit and reproducible all of the modeling decisions described in the above meta-analysis. Combining high TR in meta-analysis and
high TR in policy analysis would allow for simulation of these eﬀects of potential new research
(eﬀect size and precision) on the ﬁnal policy estimates. These two components combined would
help to guide the allocation of future research resources based on the potential eﬀect on policy
estimates.
• Combining methodologies to increase credibility in policy analysis: As described in
the introduction, Manski (2013) outlines the credibility critique on policy analysis, but also
provides a set of prescriptions to address the problem. Achieving high TR would facilitate the
display of standard errors and performing analysis of the boundaries of the policy estimates
(Manski, 2009).
• Formalize the argument of sub-optimal provision of TR in policy analysis. Write
a more formal model that characterizes the optimal level of transparency from an individual
and societal perspective (as ambiguity increases, policy analysts and policy makers have a
higher incentive to focus on non-productive cues-prestige, gender, race, etc- to approximate
the quality of the information).
• Track policy maker’s choices of “what the facts are”: Once an interactive tool is
available, this could allow for better tracking of how policy makers are making choices over
time. In an ideal scenario, it is possible that diﬀerent policy makers involved in an issue


could be asked not only to submit their vote towards a speciﬁc alternative, but also the set
of parameters that they took as “the facts”. Doing this over time would reveal information
regarding policy maker’s choices and valuations (for example: a policy maker might choose
high levels of informality/non-compliance when voting for the minimum wage, but low levels
of informality when voting for another policy in the future)

6.4

Extensions to other possible policy analyses

Other opportunities for increasing TR in policy analysis are plentiful. Here I focus on examples
from organizations/authors that have pioneered the promotion of transparent analysis to make the
point that if it can improve among those who are already in the frontier of TR, it can also beneﬁt
analyses that are less transparent and reproducible.
• Cost Beneﬁt Analyses for interventions in the developing world: Two organizations,
Givewell (a charity curator) and the Jamal Poverty Action Lab (a network of researchers),
have made publicly available the spreadsheets used to perform their respective cost beneﬁt
analyses. Their spreadsheets are remarkably well annotated and most of the analysis in each
cell is in formulas (“code”) as opposed to hard coded. This allows for third parties to track
how the CBAs are performed and modify key components.
However, as demonstrated with the case study here, we can use the guidelines and tools to
increase TR such that all of the analysis is in one single document (as opposed to multiple
spreadsheets), with a clear narrative explanation joined with equations that are implemented
in code in the same ﬁle (as oppose to having to click in each cell to trace the role of each
formula when available).
• Health care and appropriateness of care: The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) publishes detailed micro-simulation studies to assess the eﬀects of diﬀerent type of medical treatments recomendations (see for example Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(2015) for colorectal cancer screening). These micro-simulations are described in great detail,
and are recurrently updated. However, each micro-simulation study still requires a number of
arbitrary decisions that are not always documented, the code is either absent or not designed
for reproducibility.


• Regulatory look-back approach from Michael Greenstone. Greenstone (2009) advocates for comprehensive reform of how regulations are assessed, emphasizing the role of
evidence and periodic cost beneﬁt analyses. This approach had a strong inﬂuence in the Oﬃce
of Information and Regulatory Aﬀairs (Sunstein, 2014), where cost beneﬁt analyses are now
applied to upcoming and incumbent regulations. But instead of reassessing the eﬀects of regulations every few years, a fully TR approach would allow for an almost instantaneous update
of the eﬀects of regulations as multiple components of the policy analysis evolve over time.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that practices similar to the ones outlined in this dissertation are
increasingly popular in the data science departments of many private companies. Google for example
famously hosts all of its code in one big repository that can be accessed by any data scientist in the
company. Airbnb more recently announced that in addition to internal requirements of TR, it would
publish some of their internal analyses and tool for public use (Sharma and Overgoor, 2017). All of
these companies for competitive reasons cannot disclose all of their analyses, but here government
agencies within and across countries do not suﬀer from such limitations.



Chapter 7

Appendices



7.1

Summary of TOP Guidelines

Figure 7.1.1: Reproduced from: https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/



7.2

Checklist for TR in Policy Analysis
Standard #1: Workﬂow

Level 0
Policy estimates vaguely described
Level 1
All the inputs, and their corresponding sources (data, research and gues-work) used in the
calculations are listed
Level 2
Lvl 1 + Policy estimates are listed, in same unit if possible
Level 3
Lvl 2 + All the components can be modiﬁed with little eﬀort

Standard #2: Data
Level 0
Report says nothing
Level 1
Clearly stated whether all, some components, or none of the data is available, with instructions
for access when possible.
Level 2
Report and data are in same place
Level 3
Report has speciﬁc lines of code that call the data and changes in the data produce traceable
changes in the report


Standard #3: Methods
Level 0
Key assumption are listed
Level 1
Methods are described in prose. Large amount of work is required to reproduce qualitatively
similar estimates
Level 2
Methods and described in prose, with detailed formulas, and code is provided as supplementary
material
Level 3
Lvl 2 + All is in the same document where changes in the code aﬀect the output automatically



7.3

Equations that define Model in CBO Report

This appendix describes all the equations behind the model that produces the three policy estimates:
average wage gain, average wage losses, and average balance losses per quintile. Most of these
equations are already in the Dynamic Document, but are all put in the same place here for ease of
reference. For the values used for the diﬀerent components, the reader can consult the DD or table
4.2.2.
First I describe how the eﬀects on employment were computed, then the eﬀects on wages and family
income, and the distribution of balance losses (used to pay for the raise in wages). For all estimates,
the ﬁrst step is to predict the distribution of wages using data from a year t into a year in the future
t (t is always 2016, but t varies for employment and income). I use ŵ to denote the predicted
wages. CBO predicted diﬀerent wage growth rates across deciles of income, and whenever a wage
was below the predicted state minimum wage (I use the eﬀective minimum wage of 2016), that wage
was replaced by its state minimum.

7.3.1

Employment

 at general level has the following
The number of jobs lost due to the increase in minimum wage (ΔE)
form:
 = N × η × %Δw + Other factors
ΔE

(7.3.1)

CBO performs the analysis over two sub-groups (indexed with the letter s): teenagers (ages 19 or
less) and adults (ages 20 or more). The ﬁnal N used for each group is deﬁned as the interaction
of the following components: working population in year t = 2013 (Nts ), predicted growth of the
ˆ  |t)), fraction of the population with a hourly
population from year t = 2013 into year t = 2016 (gN (t
wage below the new minimum wage (P (ŵ ≤ M W new |s)), non-compliance rate (α1s ), and fraction
of workers non subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act (α2s ). Thus, for each subgroup the ﬁnal
population is



new
s
ˆ

ˆs

N
|s) × (1 − αˆ1s − αˆ2s )
f inal = gN (t |t) × Nt × P (ŵ ≤ M W

s = {teens, adults}
(7.3.2)

teen
0
) is described in the report as obtained from the literature (ηlit
) and
The elasticity for teenager (ηlit

adjusting for publication bias, and a larger variation in the minimum wage (Fpub.bias , Flarge.variation )

teen
0
ηlit
= ηlit
× Fpub.bias × Flarge.variation

(7.3.3)

The elasticity for adults from the literature is deﬁne as the one for teenagers with an extrapolation
factor.

adults
teens
= ηlit
× Fextrapolation
ηlit

(7.3.4)

Then the CBO suggests an adjustment following Neumark and Wascher (2008); Brown (1999). First
separate elasticities for workers above and below the new minimum wage.
s
s
s
s
= psw≤M W ηw≤M
ηlit
W + (1 − pw≤M W )ηw>M W

s = {teens, adults}

s
Second, assume ηw≤M
W = 0:

s
ηw≤M
W =

s
ηlit

psw≤M W

s = {teens, adults}

And third, adjust for the eﬀective average wage variation for each group (%Δws ):



s =
ηw≤M
W

s
ηlit
s
pw≤M W

×

%ΔM W
%Δws

s
s
= ηlit
× Fadjs

s = {teens, adults}

(7.3.5)

Combining equations 7.3.5, 7.3.1, with other factors discussed in the report through which there is
 ), we get that the
a positive eﬀect on employment through an increase in aggregate demand (OF
estimated ﬁnal eﬀect on employment is:

=
ΔE






g
 × %Δwg
Ngf inal × ηw≤M
W




− OF

(7.3.6)

g∈{A,T }

7.3.2

Wages

ˆ symbol, so we can simplify that notation,
Now all the elements are predicted and should have a “(·)”
and the reader should remember that all quantities below are estimates.
The wages in to the future under the status quo are deﬁned as w . The wages under the new
minimum wage are labeled as w , and simulated in the following nested way:
First, some wages remain the same for the fraction of non-compliers (alpha1 ) implemented as follows,
and for the fraction of compliers there is a new wage (wnew ):



w =

⎧
⎪
⎨w

if

⎪
⎩wnew

w ∈ U [0, 1] < α1

(7.3.7)

o/w

Where U [0, 1] represents a random draw, for each individual, from a uniform [0,1] distribution.
Then we implement the wage reduction due to job loss. Following CBO’s methodology I reduce
wages in half for twice the number of jobs destroyed (2ΔE). The job destruction procedure was
implemented in similar fashion as for equation 7.3.8. I deﬁne the fraction alphaaux = 2ΔE/Nw<M W 



and repeat:

wnew =

⎧
⎪
⎨w /2
⎪
⎩w
new


if

w ∈ U [0, 1] < αaux

(7.3.8)

o/w

Finally the wages of the remaining workers are modiﬁed according to the following rules: if wages
s
are below the of the ripple eﬀects scope parameter (Rlb
) they are replaced by the new minimum
s
s
and Rub
) they are replace
wage (M W  ); if wages are between the scope of ripple eﬀects (between Rlb

by the new minimum wage plus a ripple eﬀect of RI ; and if the wages are above the scope of ripple
s
) they are not changed.
eﬀects (Rub

new =

w

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪M W  if w < Rlb
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨M W  + RI (w − Rs )
lb
⎪
s
⎪
⎪
− w )
w + RI (Rub
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩w
o/w

if

if

w ∈ [Rlb , M W  )

w ∈ [M W  , Rub )

7.3.3

(7.3.9)

Income

With a fully simulated wage under the status quo (w ) and under the new policy (w ), we no
construct the household income and compare them.
The household income is deﬁned as the sum of all wages and non-wages income for all members
in a family. The non-wages earnings are the ones reported in year t, and with a predicted growth
(diﬀerent from wage growth) of gnw (t |t). For each individual i in a household h, the per-capita

) are:
income under the status quo (yh ) and under the new policy (yi,h






yi,h
=

(gnw (t |t)nwi + wi ) /Nh

i∈Nh




yi,h
=

(gnw (t |t)nwi + wi ) /Nh

(7.3.10)

i∈Nh

Now we say that a individual has recieves a net wage gain if the per-capita household income is
greater with the new minimum wage policy. Conversely net wage loss occurs when the net per-capita
household income is lower

W Gi = (yi − yi ) I (yi > yi )

(7.3.11)

W Li = (yi − y”i ) I (yi < yi )

(7.3.12)

Finally we deﬁne the total balance losses (BL) as all the resources needed to pay for the wage
increase. Assuming that a fraction Fsubs of the resources from laid-oﬀ workers is used to pay for the
balance losses, and a distribution of balance losses across the population (dBL)
BL =



W Gi − Fsub

i



W Li

i

BLi = BL × dBL

(7.3.13)

With all these elements we now can compute each policy estimate averages across quintiles (Q) of
income as:

W GQ =
W LQ =
BLQ =

i∈Q

W Gi

Npop /5

i∈Q W Li
Npop /5

i∈Q BLi
Npop /5

(7.3.14)

These are the quantities displayed in the ﬁnal visualization 4.2.3.


7.4

Key Definitions

Box 1: Key Deﬁnitions
Key deﬁnitions:
• Research Estimate: Answer to a speciﬁc research question (what is the eﬀect on employment
in the fast food industry of an increase in the minimum wage from $4 to $ 4.25 dollars per
hour in New Jersey in 1992). In the public policy context, this estimate is used as an input of
the policy analysis.
• Policy Estimate: Output of the policy analysis. Typically a cost and/or beneﬁt estimate of
one alternative associated with a speciﬁc policy (i.e. according to US Congressional Budget
Oﬃce (2014) an increase of of the federal minimum wage to $10.10 per hour would destroy
500,000 jobs and increase the wage of 16.5 million workers)
• Policy Choice: Speciﬁc policy plan (i.e. raise the federal minimum wage to $10 per hour in
all states by 2015)
• Policy relevant information: policy estimate that increases the relative merits of a particular policy alternative, that passes basic reality checks, and that appears to have good predictive
power. The reported information will also vary in the degrees of ambiguity and documented
uncertainty.
• Ambiguity: lack of testable or quantiﬁable adjectives in a statements (i.e. “There is a good
chance that it will rain tomorrow”)
• Uncertainty: probabilistic statement of a state of the world (i.e. “There is a 80% chance
that it will rain tomorrow”)



7.5

Printed version of the dynamic document

Will be attached in ﬁnal version of the dissertation. It is currently available online and printed is
about 50 pages long, so will omit until archiving the dissertation.



Dynamic Documention for “The Eﬀects of a
Minimum-Wage Increase on Employment and Family
Income”
Download/Modify/Contribute the analysis here
Last edit: 2017-05-09

1

Introduction

The role of policy analysis is to connect research with policy. Because of heavy time constrains, policy analyses
are typically ambiguous regarding the details of how the analysis was carried out. This creates three problems:
(i) its hard to understand the connection between research and policy, (ii) allows policy makers to cherry pick
policy reports, and (iii) hinders systematic improvement and/or automation of parts of the analysis. In this
document we demonstrate the use of a reproducible workﬂow to reduce the ambiguity in policy analysis.
Here we attempt to contribute to the policy discussion of the minimum wage. The minimum wage is a
contentious policy issue in the US. Increasing it has positive and negative eﬀects that diﬀerent policymakers
value diﬀerently. We aim to add clarity on what those eﬀects are, how much do we know about them, and
how those eﬀects vary when elements of the analysis change. We select the most up-to-date, non-partisan,
policy analysis of the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage, and build an open-source reproducible analysis on
top of it.
In 2014 the Congressional Budget Oﬃce published the report titled “The Eﬀects of a Minimum-Wage Increase
on Employment and Family Income”. The report receive wide attention from key stakeholders and has been
used extensible as an input in the debate around the minimum wage1 . To this date we consider the CBO
report to be the best non-partisan estimation of the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage at the federal
level. Although there was disagreement among experts around some technical issues, this disagreement has
been mainly circumscribed around one of the many inputs used in the analysis, and we can ﬁt the opposing
positions in to our framework.
Our purposes are twofold: First, promote the technical discussion around a recurrent policy issue (minimum
wage) by making explicit and visible all the components and key assumptions of its most up-to-date oﬃcial
policy analysis. Second, demonstrate how new scientiﬁc practices of transparency and reproducibility (T & R)
can be applied to policy analysis. We encourage the reader to collaborate in this document and help develop
an ever-improving version of the important policy estimates2 (re)produced here.
To achieve our goal we reviewed the CBO report and extract the key components of its analysis. We adapt
new guidelines propose by the scientiﬁc community (TOP) into policy analysis. In it, the analysis achieves
the highest standards of transparency and reproducibility (T & R) when the data, methods and workﬂow
are completely reproducible and every part of the analysis and its assumptions, are easily readable. We also
beneﬁt from hindsight and structure this document around the costs and beneﬁts mainly discussed in the
policy debate.
CBO’s report, in its original form already represents a signiﬁcant improvement in T & R relative to the
standard practices of policy analyses. The report contains most of the components required for a full
reproduction. We add the missing components, make explicit assumptions when needed, complement the
narrative explanations with some mathematical formulae, visualizations, and the analytical code use behind
1 Cited
2 Cited

so far by:
so far by:



Table 1: Policy estimates in CBO report: Overall eﬀects
Eﬀects/Policy Estimates
wage gains (billions of $)
wage losses (bns of $)
Balance losses (bns of $)
Net eﬀect (bns of $)
# of Wage gainers (millions)
#of Wage losers (millions)

31
~5
~24
2
16.5
0.5

Table 2: Policy estimates in CBO report: Distributional eﬀects across poverty lines (PL)

Balance losses (bns of $)
Net eﬀect (bns of $)

<1PL

[1PL, 3PL)

[3PL, 6PL)

>6PL

~0.3
5

~3.4
12

~3.4
2

~17
-17

all the replication.
Important Note:
Although our aim is to translate practices of T & R from Science to Policy Analysis, we need to highlight
an important diﬀerence regarding reproducibility between the two of them. A scientiﬁc report takes the
form of a peer review publication that represent several months or years of research, followed up by a review
process that can be as lengthy as the research itself. For this reason, when a scientiﬁc publication is subject
to replication is expected to succeed. Policy analysis is usually performed under tight deadlines, and is not
unusual to rely on arbitrary assumptions and/or irreproducible calculations. For this reasons we do not
attempt to replicate the CBO report as a way of testing the veracity of the analysis. We use reproducibility,
paired with full transparency, to generate a living document that represents the best policy analysis up
to date. Our expectations are that this living document will be serve as a building block to discuss and
incorporate incremental improvements to the policy analysis used to inform the debate around the minimum
wage.
The CBO report describes three policy estimates: the eﬀects of raising the minimum wage on income of
families with members that receive a raise, the eﬀects on income of families with members that loose their
jobs, and the distributions of losses in the economy used to pay for the raise in the minimum wage. All the
policy estimates to replicate are presented in the following tables.
Note on the code languages (R and Stata): The analysis can be replicated using either language, but
only R provides the one-click workﬂow. For Stata the reader has to copy and paste the scripts sequentially
or excecute this do ﬁle.
Also add link to video on how to install R.
In this companion we attempt to reproduce all the policy estimates of table 1 and 2, and walk the reader
through all the details behind it.

2

Employment eﬀects

 will be calculated using a more detailed version of the
At a general level the eﬀects on employment (ΔE)
following equation:


 = N × η × %Δw + Other factors
ΔE
Where N represents the relevant population, η the elasticity of labor demand, Δw the relevant percentual
variation in wages, and the Other factors will encapsulate eﬀects on employment through an increase in the
aggregate demand.
To describe the methodology behind each of those four components we ﬁrst describe the data used, the wage
variable choose, and the procedure used to forecast the wage and population distribution of 2016 using data
from 2013.

2.1

Data, wages, and forecast

To simulate the policy eﬀects we need the distribution of wages and employment under the status quo. From
the perspective of 2013, this implies forecasting to 2016 data on employment and wages.

2.1.1

Data

The Current Population Survey (CPS) was used to compute the eﬀects on employment. From the analysis
in the section on distributional eﬀects we can deduce that the data corresponds to the Outgoing Rotation
Group (ORG). CPS is a monthly cross sectional survey. The same individual is interviewed eight times over
a period of 12 months. The interviews take place in the ﬁrst and last 4 months of that period. By the 4th
and 12th interview, individuals are asked detailed information on earnings. The CPS ORG ﬁle contains the
information on this interviews for a given year. We analyze the data for 2013.
Currently three versions of these data sets can be found online: CPS raw ﬁles, ORG NBER and ORG CEPR.
The analysis will be performed using the CPER ORG data base.
The weights used in our analysis will be orgwgt/12

2.1.1.1

Code to load the data

R
call.cps.org.data <- function(){
data_use <- "CPER_ORG"
# Using CEPR ORG data
if (data_use == "CPER_ORG") {
# Checking if working directory contains data, download if not.
if ( !("cepr_org_2013.dta" %in% dir()) ) {
# create name of file to store data
tf <- "cepr_org_2013.zip"

# download the CPS repwgts zipped file to the local computer
download.file(url = "http://ceprdata.org/wp-content/cps/data/cepr_org_2013.zip", tf , mode = "w
# unzip the file's contents and store the file name within the temporary directory
fn <- unzip( zipfile = tf , overwrite = T )
}
df <- read.dta("cepr_org_2013.dta")
}



# Using NBER ORG data
if (data_use == "NBER_ORG") {
# Checking if working directory contains data, download if not.
if ( !("morg13.dta" %in% dir()) ) {
# Downloading data 53mb
df <- read.dta("http://www.nber.org/morg/annual/morg13.dta")
}
df <- read.dta("morg13.dta")
}
df <- tbl_df(df)
# There are 1293 cases with missin values for the weigths. I delete them from the data.
df <- df %>% filter(!is.na(orgwgt))
df$final_weights <- df$orgwgt/12
return(df)
}
df <- call.cps.org.data()
Stata
* How to get the data:
use "/Users/fhoces/Documents/data/CPS/cepr_org_2013.dta", clear
* Following the notes here(https://cps.ipums.org/cps/outgoing_rotation_notes.shtml) I generate the
weights
cap drop *_weight
gen final_weight = orgwgt/12
gen round_weight = round(orgwgt/12, 1)
*
There are 1293 cases with missin values for the weigths. I delete them from the data.
drop if orgwgt == .
sum(orgwgt)

2.1.2

Wage variable

We assume no further adjustments like imputation for top coding, trimming, excluding overtime/commissions,
or imputation of usual hours for ‘’hours vary” respondents. The CEPR ORG data includes several wage
variables (described here). The wage variable that best matches the description above is wage3. This variable
measures earnings for hourly workers (excluding overtime, tips, commissions and bonuses -otc-) and non
hourly workers (including otc). According to CEPR “. . . attempts to match the NBER’s recommendation for
the most consistent hourly wage series from 1979 to the present”

2.1.3

Wage adjustment

An adjustment was made to the wage of all the workers that did not report an hourly wage (wage3 is
estimated as usual salary per self-reported pay-period over usual hours per pay-period). In order to reduce
the measurement error in those wages, we follow the methodology proposed in this paper and compute the
adjusted wage as a weighted average of the original wage and the average wage of workers with similar
characteristics.


with:

raw
wig = αwig
− (1 − α)wgraw
 raw
g wig
wgraw =
Ng

Additional information needed from CBO: α and G.

2.1.4

Wage forecast

With this data-variable-adjustment we forecast the wage distribution, from 2013 to 2016 in the following way:

2.1.4.1

Growth adjustments

We assume that the growth forecasts were taken from the 10-Year Economic Projections from CBO (this
website). Annualized growth rates for the number of workers gworkers , and nominal wage per gwages worker
where computed as follows:
2016
N
workers
gworkers
 =
2013
Nworkers

g
wages =

1/3

−1

2016
2016 /N
W ages
workers
2013
2013
W ages
/Nworkers

1/3

−1

The report assumes higher wage growth for high wages than low wages. To create diﬀerent rates of growth in
wage, we compute diﬀerent wage growth rates for each decile of wage. The increments across deciles were
constant and the set to match a ﬁnal lowest decile with a yearly growth rate of 2.9%.
The adjustment over number of workers was made through the weight variable final_weights (multiplying
it by the growth rate) whereas the wage3 variable was multiplied by the forecast growth rate of per worker
wages.

2.1.4.1.1

Code to get economic growth forecasts

R
get.gr.data <- function() {
# All projections data comes from this website: https://www.cbo.gov/about/products/budget_economic_data
# name of the files that contain projections from CBO
early.2016 <- "51135-2016-01-Economic%20Projections.xlsx"
late.2015
<- "51135-2015-08-EconomicProjections.xlsx"
early.2015 <- "51135-2015-01-EconomicProjections.xlsx"
late.2014
<- "51135-2014-08-EconomicProjections.xlsx"
early.2014 <- "51135-2014-02-EconomicProjections.xlsx"
early.2013 <- "51135-2013-02-EconomicProjections.xls" #there is no late 2013 report
# This function loads the data for a given report
get.growth.data <- function(x){
# Checking if working directory contains data, download if not.
if ( !(x %in% dir()) ) {



download.file(url = paste("https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/",
x , sep = ""),
destfile = x, mode="wb")

}
if (x == early.2013) {
if ( !(require(XLConnect)) ) install.packages("XLConnect", repos= "http://cran.cnr.berkeley.edu/")
out.df <- rio::import( x , sheet= "2. Calendar Year")
} else {
out.df <- read.xlsx( x , sheet = "2. Calendar Year")
}
return(out.df)
}
# Working with projections from 2013
trends.df <- get.growth.data( early.2013 )
# Get column of all projections for 2013: get data from 2012 up to 2019)
sel.col <- which(trends.df==2012, arr.ind = TRUE)[2]
# Get row with all projections for wages and salaries in billions of (nominal) dollars
# Note: the excel file always contains two rows with the words "wage[s]" and "salar[ies|y]",
# we are looking for the second one (corresponding to Wages and Salaries under Income)
sel.row1 <- unique(
apply(trends.df,
2, function(x) grep("Wage.*Salar.*",x ) )
)[[2]]
sel.row1 <- sel.row1[2]
# Get row with all projections for number people employed (in millions)
sel.row2 <- which(trends.df=="Employment, Civilian, 16 Years or Older (Household Survey)",
arr.ind = TRUE)[# FH: I would use the following. But CBO uses the Price Index, Personal Consumption
Expenditures (PCE)
# sel.row3 <- unique(
#
apply(trends.df,
#
2, function(x) grep("Nonwage Income", x ) )
#
)[[2]]
#
#
sel.row3 <- unique(
apply(trends.df,
2, function(x)
)[[2]]

grep("Price Index, Personal Consumption", x ) )

#Keep only rows and colums identified above
trends.df <- trends.df[c(sel.row1, sel.row2, sel.row3) , sel.col:(sel.col+7)]
#Labeling and formating
colnames(trends.df) <- 2012:(2012+7)
trends.df <- apply(trends.df, 2, as.numeric)
row.names(trends.df) <- c( "wages(total)", "workers", "Price Index, Personal Consumption")
#Generate wage and non-wage income per worker
trends.df <- rbind( trends.df ,


(trends.df["wages(total)", ] * 1e9 ) / ( trends.df["workers", ] * 1e6) )
row.names(trends.df) <- c( "wages(total)", "workers", "Price Index, Personal Consumption",
"wages per worker")
#Transpose the data
trends.df <- t(trends.df)
# Define a new data set with the anual growth rate of each variable over time
growth.df <- trends.df/lag(trends.df,1) - 1
return(growth.df)
}
# Compute the compounded growth factor for a given variable in a time interval
# For example growth factor between years 1,2 and 3 will be:
# (1+growth_rate_yr1) * (1+growth_rate_yr2) * (1+growth_rate_yr3)
growth.df <- get.gr.data()
gr.factor <- function(var1, init.year, last.year) {
if (init.year == 2012) {init.year <- 2013}
prod((growth.df[, var1 ] + 1)[as.character(init.year:last.year)])
}
Stata
* Anual growth rates (R code to compute rates in commnets):
* ( gr.factor("wages per worker", 2014, 2016) )^(1/3) - 1
scalar wage_gr = 0.04538147
*( gr.factor("workers", 2014, 2016) )^(1/3) - 1
scalar workers_gr = 0.01550989

2.1.4.2

ACA adjustments

[Not done yet]

2.1.4.3

State level minimum wage adjustments

CBO had to predict the future changes in the state level minimum wages. We use the actual values implemented
by each state. The data comes from the Department of Labor (here).
Whenever the predicted wages were below the 2016 state minimum wage they were replace by it.
Important assumption: when imputing state level min wages, we assume that no eﬀects on employment
where incorporated.

2.1.4.3.1

Code to get minimum wage values by state

R
# Minimum wage by state:
# Check if data is in machine and download if not.



# To excecute the following piece of code you cannot be behind a firewall
if ( !("minwage" %in% dir()) ) {
fileURL <- "https://www.dol.gov/whd/state/stateMinWageHis.htm"
xData <- getURL(fileURL)
aux.1 <- readHTMLTable(xData)
min.wage.data <- cbind(aux.1[[1]], aux.1[[2]][,-1],
aux.1[[3]][,-1], aux.1[[4]][,-1],
aux.1[[5]][1:55,-1])
min.wage.data <- min.wage.data[, - (32:38)]
colnames(min.wage.data) <- c(gsub("(.*)([0-9]{4})(.*)","\\2",
names(min.wage.data))[-c(30, 31)],
"2014", "2015")
rownames(min.wage.data) <- min.wage.data[,1]
min.wage.data <- min.wage.data[,-1]
# This part was hard coded, important to check over and over.
rownames(min.wage.data) <- c("Federal","AK","AL","AR","AZ","CA","CO","CT",
"DE","FL","GA","HI","ID","IL","IN","IA","KS","KY",
"LA","ME","MD","MA","MI","MN","MS","MO",
"MT","NE","NV","NH","NJ","NM","NY","NC",
"ND","OH","OK","OR","PA","RI","SC","SD",
"TN","TX","UT","VT","VA","WA","WV","WI",
"WY","DC", "Guam", "PR", "USVI")
#Save all min wage data in a single csv file
saveRDS(min.wage.data, "minwage")
}
min.wage.data <- readRDS("minwage")

# Function that extracts (in numeric format) the min wage for a specfic year for each state
state.minw <- function(char.year) {
options(warn=-1)
if ( !( char.year %in% colnames(min.wage.data) ) ) {
res1 <- as.data.frame( rep(NA, dim(min.wage.data)[1]) )
} else {
aux.1 <- as.numeric(gsub("(.*)([0-9]{1,2}\\.[0-9]{1,2})(.*)",
"\\2", min.wage.data[, char.year]) )
# If no state min wage, assign federal.
res1 <- as.data.frame(ifelse(is.na(aux.1), aux.1[1] , aux.1))
options(warn=0)
}
rownames(res1) <- rownames(min.wage.data)
colnames(res1) <- char.year
return(res1)
}
st.minw <- state.minw("2013")
#To get all min wages in one data frame use:
# as.data.frame(lapply(1980:2015, function(x) state.minw(as.character(x))) )



#CBO makes a forecast of future min wages. We can look at the actual min wage that took place.
#If CBO provides their forecast, we could check forecast acuracy.
#Min wage from 2016 are not available in the website above. I am hard coding any changes
#found in wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_wage_in_the_United_States access 5/16/2016):
st.minw.2016 <- state.minw("2015")
st.minw.2016[c("AK" , "AZ", "CA", "CT" , "HI" , "IL", "MA", "MI" ,
"MN" , "MT" , "NV" , "NE" , "NY" , "OH" , "RI", "VT"), ] <c( 9.75 , 8.05, 10 , 9.6
, 8.5
, 8.25, 10
, 8.5
9
, 8.05 , 8.25 , 9
, 9
, 8.1
, 9.6 , 9.6)
colnames(st.minw.2016) <- "2016"

,

# Export MW data to Stata
aux.data <- data.frame("states" = rownames(st.minw),
"minwage_2013" = st.minw,
"minwage_2016" = st.minw.2016)
names(aux.data) <- c("states","minwage_2013", "minwage_2016")
write.dta(aux.data, "state_min_w.dta")
Stata
preserve
use "/Users/fhocesde/Documents/dissertation/Replication/state_min_w.dta", clear
sort states
tempfile min_wage
save `min_wage'
restore

2.1.4.4

Code to forecast wages and workers

R
#GENERAL NOTE FOR THIS SECTION: the analysis perfomed here is the same as the one with CPS ASEC, so it
 should
#Wage adjutsment
#CBO mentions that the lowest 10th percent gets a 2.9% growth in anual wage
#I compute the anualized growth rate of wages and creat 10 bins of wage growth
#starting at 2.4%, then adjust by minimum wages of 2016 and get a anualized
#growth of 2.9% for the lowest decile.
#THIS TWO LINES OF CODE ARE DIFFERENT BETWEEN ASEC AND ORG
wage.gr.f <- function(SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr) {
( ( gr.factor("wages per worker", 2014, 2016) )^(1/3) - 1 ) * SA.wage.gr
}
wage.gr <- wage.gr.f()
workers.gr.f <- function(SA.worker.gr = param.worker.gr) {
( ( gr.factor("workers", 2014, 2016) )^(1/3) - 1 ) * SA.worker.gr



}
workers.gr <- workers.gr.f()
#SAME
half.gap.f <- function(SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr,
SA.base.growth = param.base.growth) {
wage.gr.f(SA.wage.gr) - SA.base.growth
}
half.gap <- half.gap.f()
wage.gr.bins.f <- function( SA.base.growth = param.base.growth,
SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr) {
bins <- seq(SA.base.growth, wage.gr.f(SA.wage.gr) +
half.gap.f(SA.wage.gr,SA.base.growth), length.out = 10)
return(bins)
}
wage.gr.bins <- wage.gr.bins.f()
# CAUTION: DO NOT apply 'ntile()' fn from dplry as is will split ties differently than 'cut()' and
results# be comparable to STATA.
#NOT THE SAME (power of 3 intead of 4)
# Here we adjust min wages
# SAME
wages.final.cps.org.f <- function(df.temp = df,
wage.gr.bins.temp = wage.gr.bins,
SA.states.raise = param.states.raise,
SA.wages = param.wages) {
aux.var <- wtd.quantile(x = df.temp$wage3,
probs = 1:9/10,weights = df.temp$final_weights)
df.temp <- df.temp %>%
mutate( "w3.deciles" = cut(wage3, c(0, aux.var, Inf),
right = TRUE, include.lowest = TRUE) ,
"w3.adj1" = wage3 * ( 1 + wage.gr.bins.temp[w3.deciles] )^3,
"wages.final" = ifelse(w3.adj1> st.minw.2016[state,] * SA.states.raise,
w3.adj1,
st.minw.2016[state,] * SA.states.raise)* SA.wages )
return(df.temp)
}
df <- wages.final.cps.org.f()
# to be done: adjust some states by inflation.
Stata
* Forecast wages to 2016 : apply diff growth rates per decile (deciles of growth gen in R)
cap drop w3_*
xtile w3_deciles = wage3 [w =final_weight], nq(10)
gen w3_adj1 = wage3 * (1 + 0.02400000)^3 if w3_decile == 1
replace w3_adj1 = wage3 * (1 + 0.02875144)^3 if w3_decile == 2


replace
replace
replace
replace
replace
replace
replace
replace

w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1
w3_adj1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

wage3
wage3
wage3
wage3
wage3
wage3
wage3
wage3

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

0.03350288)^3
0.03825432)^3
0.04300575)^3
0.04775719)^3
0.05250863)^3
0.05726007)^3
0.06201151)^3
0.06676295)^3

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile
w3_decile

==
==
==
==
==
==
==
==

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

* Merge with State min data and replace wages below state min in 2016 by it.
decode state, g(state_s)
sort state_s
merge state_s using `min_wage'
* Drop Guam, PRVI, Federal
drop if _m == 2
drop _m
gen w3_adj_min = w3_adj1
replace w3_adj_min = minwage_2016 if w3_adj1 < minwage_2016

2.2

Get the N

2.2.1

Identify the relevant universe

According to the CPS data the population of working age in 2013 was 245.7 million*. Of those, 143.9 million
were working, 11.5, were unemployed and 90.3 were not in the labor force (NILF).
Among those employed, 129.2 million workers receive a salary (not self employed or self incorporated). A
small number of salary workers (0.2 million) did not reported any wages and were excluded from the sample.
Of the employed salary workers 53.2 million did not report an hourly wage and it was computed from their
reported pay-period divided by the reported hours in such pay-period. However, 3 million workers from
this group reported having varying hours. Their wages were not calculated and were also excluded from the
sample. As a result the ﬁnal number of workers where a rise in the minimum wage can have a direct eﬀect is
126 million (= 129.2 - 0.2 - 3), this is our universe of interest. Figure 1 presents visual representation of all
these populations.
We know compute some descriptive statistics of the labor force in 2013 and the distribution of wages of the
universe of interest both in 2013 and the predicted values for 2016.
Deﬁne variable that tags population of interest

2.2.1.1

Statistics and code behind ﬁgure 1

R
# Tag population of interest
get.pop.int <- function(df.temp=df) {
df.temp <- df.temp %>% mutate("pop_of_int" = (empl == 1 &
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
( (paidhre == 0 & ( hrsvary != 1 | is.na(hrsvary) )
paidhre == 1 ) &
!(wage3 == 0 | is.na(wage3) ) ) )



)

|

return(df.temp)
}
df <- get.pop.int()
# Tables 1 - 4 where constructed to look at the data. Only table 4 is shown in the final output
# To compute the new total of workers we multiply the original weigths by the growth rate.
table_1 <- df %>%
summarise("(1) Total" =
sum(final_weights, na.rm = TRUE),
"(2) Employed" =
sum( final_weights * (empl == 1), na.rm = TRUE),
"(3) Salary (among employed)" =
sum(final_weights * (empl == 1 &
#Salary worker if
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0))
#not self employed or
, na.rm = TRUE),
#self incorp.
"(4) Not Paid hourly (among salary)" =
sum(final_weights * (empl == 1 &
# Not paid hourly if salary and
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
# not paid hourly
(paidhre == 0 | is.na(paidhre) )), na.rm = TRUE),
"(5) Hours Vary (among not paid hourly)" =
sum(final_weights * (empl == 1 &
#Hours vary if not paid hourly and
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
#hours vary
(paidhre == 0 | is.na(paidhre) ) & hrsvary == 1), na.rm = TRUE),
"(6) No wage (in (3) but not in (5))" =
sum(final_weights * ( (empl == 1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
(paidhre == 1 | hrsvary != 1 | is.na(hrsvary) ) &
(wage3==0 | is.na(wage3) ) ) , na.rm = TRUE),
"Population of Interest = (3) - (5) - (6)" =
sum(final_weights * (empl == 1 & (selfinc ==0 & selfemp == 0) &
( (paidhre == 0 & hrsvary != 1) | paidhre ==1 ) &
wage3 != 0) , na.rm = TRUE)
)
table_1 <- t(table_1)
colnames(table_1) <- "N"
table_1 <- format(table_1, big.mark = ",", digits = 0, scientific = FALSE)

table_1_uw <- df %>%
summarise("(1) Total" =
sum(!is.na(final_weights), na.rm = TRUE),
"(2) Employed" =
sum( 1 * (empl == 1), na.rm = TRUE),
"(3) Salary (among employed)" =
sum( 1 * (empl == 1 &
#Salary worker if
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0))
#not self employed or
, na.rm = TRUE),
#self incorp.



"(4) Not Paid hourly (among salary)" =
sum( 1 * (empl == 1 &
#Not paid hourly if salary and
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
# not paid hourly
(paidhre == 0 | is.na(paidhre) )), na.rm = TRUE),
"(5) Hours
sum( 1 *
(selfinc
(paidhre

Vary (among not paid hourly)" =
(empl == 1 &
#Hours vary if not paid hourly and
== 0 & selfemp == 0) &
#hours vary
== 0 | is.na(paidhre) ) & hrsvary == 1), na.rm = TRUE),

"(6) No wage (in (3) but not in (5))" =
sum( 1 * ( (empl == 1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
(paidhre == 1 | hrsvary != 1 | is.na(hrsvary) ) &
(wage3==0 | is.na(wage3) ) ) , na.rm = TRUE),
"Population of Interest = (3) - (5) - (6)" =
sum( 1 * (empl == 1 & (selfinc ==0 & selfemp == 0) &
( (paidhre == 0 & hrsvary != 1) | paidhre ==1 )
wage3 != 0) , na.rm = TRUE)
)

&

table_1_uw <- t(table_1_uw)
colnames(table_1_uw) <- "N_unweighted"
table_1_uw <- format(table_1_uw, big.mark = ",", digits = 0, scientific = FALSE)
table_1 <- cbind(table_1, table_1_uw)
new_total_n <- format(sum(df$final_weights[df$pop_of_int==1] *
(1 + workers.gr)^3,
na.rm = TRUE), big.mark=",")
#Summary stats of wage
sum.stas1 <- function(x, wt) {
c( "mean" = weighted.mean(x,w = wt, na.rm = TRUE),
"sd" = sqrt( wtd.var(x, weights = wt) ) ,
"median" = wtd.quantile( x, weights = wt, prob = c(.5)) ,
wtd.quantile( x, weights = wt, prob = c(.1, .9) ) )
}
table_2 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(wage3)) %>%
with(sum.stas1(wage3, final_weights))
table_2 <- cbind(table_2)
colnames(table_2) <- "Wage"

table_3 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(wage3)) %>%
summarise("> $7.5" = weighted.mean(wage3<7.5,w = final_weights),
"> $9" = weighted.mean(wage3<9,w = final_weights),
"> $10.10" = weighted.mean(wage3<10.10,w = final_weights),
"> $13" = weighted.mean(wage3<13,w = final_weights),



"> $15" = weighted.mean(wage3<15,w = final_weights)
)
table_3 <- t(table_3)
colnames(table_3) <- "Perc"

table_4 <- matrix(NA, 7, 2)
colnames(table_4) <- c("2013", "2016: status quo")
rownames(table_4) <- c("Salary workers",
"Median wage",
"% < 7.5","% < 9",
"% < 10.10", "% < 13",
"% < 15" )
table_4[1,1] <- table_1[7]
table_4[1,2] <- new_total_n
table_4[2,1] <- table_2[3]
table_4[2,2] <- round( with(df[df$pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(df$wages.final), ],
wtd.quantile( wages.final, weights = final_weights *
(1 + workers.gr)^3, prob = c(.5) ) ), digits = 2 )
table_4[3:7,1]

<- round(as.matrix(table_3), digits = 2)

aux.1 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(wages.final)) %>%
summarise("> $7.50" = weighted.mean(wages.final<7.5,
w = final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3),
"> $9" = weighted.mean(wages.final<9,
w = final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3),
"> $10.10" = weighted.mean(wages.final<10.10,
w = final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3),
"> $13" = weighted.mean(wages.final<13,
w = final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3),
"> $15" = weighted.mean(wages.final<15,
w = final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3)
)
table_4[3:7,2] <- round( as.matrix(aux.1), digits = 2 )
###Build first treemap
#if (!(length(dev.list()) == 0)) { dev.off() }
#x11()
universe.1 <- df %>%
mutate("teen" = ifelse(age<20, "teen", "adult"),
"selfemp_inc" = 1 * (selfemp == 1 | selfinc == 1),
"pop_of_int" = 1 * pop_of_int) %>%
group_by(lfstat,selfemp_inc, teen, pop_of_int) %>%
summarise("total" = sum(final_weights, na.rm = TRUE))
universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$lfstat!="Employed"] = NA
universe.1[universe.1$lfstat!="Employed" | universe.1$selfemp_inc==1, c("teen", "pop_of_int")] = NA



universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$selfemp_inc==0] <- "salary"
universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$selfemp_inc==1] <- "self employed or self incorporated"
#universe.1$pop_of_int <- with(universe.1, ifelse(pop_of_int==1,"included", "excluded"))
treemap.1 <- function(){
invisible(
treemap(universe.1,
index=c("lfstat", "selfemp_inc", "teen"),
vSize=c("total"),
range = c(7, 15),
type="index",
algorithm="pivotSize",
fontsize.labels = c(12:8),
border.col = c("#FFFFFF", "#000000","#000000"),
aspRatio= 1.5,
palette = c("#D3D3D3"),
title.legend="number of employees",
fontface.labels = c(3,2,1),
align.labels=list(c("left", "top"), c("right", "top"), c("right", "bottom") ),
bg.labels = 1,
title = "Figure 1: Distribution of population of working age in 2013"
))
}
Stata

* Population of interest
* Employment categories:
global
global
global
global

employed
salary
nhourly
hrs_vary

"empl
"empl
"empl
"empl

==
==
==
==

1"
1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0"
1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0 & (paidhre == 0 | paidhre ==.)"
1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0 & (paidhre == 0 | paidhre ==.) & hrsvary ==1"

* Tag population of interest: Salary workers that either paid hourly or not paid by the hour but
hours not vary, and
cap drop pop_of

&

(wage3

gen pop_of_int = (empl == 1 & (selfinc ==0 & selfemp ==0) & (paidhre ==1 | (paidhre == 0 & hrsvary !=
1))matrix table_1 = J(7,2,99)
*1 -Total
sum final_weight
noi di "Total sample in CPS ORG"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
mat table_1[1,1] = r(sum)
count if final_weight!=.
noi di "Total sample in CPS ORG: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
mat table_1[1,2] = r(N)



*2 -Employed
sum final_weight if $employed
noi di "Population Employed"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
mat table_1[2,1] = r(sum)

count if $employed
noi di "Population Employed: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
mat table_1[2,2] = r(N)

*3 -Salaried worker
sum final_weight if $salary
noi di "Salaried workers"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
local c = r(sum)
mat table_1[3,1] = r(sum)

count if $salary
noi di "Salaried workers: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
local c_uw = r(N)
mat table_1[3,2] = r(N)

*4 -Not paid by the hour
sum final_weight if $nhourly
noi di "Salaried workes who are not paid by the hour"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
mat table_1[4,1] = r(sum)
count if $nhourly
noi di "Salaried workes who are not paid by the hour: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
mat table_1[4,2] = r(N)
*5 -Among those who are not paid by the hour: hours vary
sum final_weight if $hrs_vary
noi di "Salaried workes who are not paid by the hour and hour vary"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
local a = r(sum)
mat table_1[5,1] = r(sum)
count if $hrs_vary
noi di "Salaried workes who are not paid by the hour and hour vary: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
local a_uw = r(N)
mat table_1[5,2] = r(N)



*Among those in group 3 but not 5, how many has no wage
sum final_weight if (empl == 1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) & (paidhre == 1 | hrsvary != 1) & (wage3==
noi di "Among those in group 3 but not 5, how many has no wage"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
local b = r(sum) + `a'
mat table_1[6,1] = r(sum)

count if (empl == 1 & selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) & (paidhre == 1 | hrsvary != 1) & (wage3==0 | wage3==
noi di "Among those in group 3 but not 5, how many has no wage: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f r(N)
local b_uw = r(N) + `a_uw'
mat table_1[6,2] = r(N)
*Population of interest: Salary workers minus:
*
- those workes who are not paid by the hour and hours vary
*
- any additional workers that doesn't have a wage.
noi di "Population of interest:"
noi di %14.2f `c' - `b'
mat table_1[7,1] = `c' - `b'
noi di "Population of interest: unweighted"
noi di %14.2f `c_uw' - `b_uw'
mat table_1[7,2] = `c_uw' - `b_uw'
sum final_weight if pop_of_int == 1
noi di "Pop. of interest: workers excluded self* and not paid by the hour whose hours vary"
noi di %14.2f r(sum)
* Table_1:
noi di "Table 1"
noi mat list table_1
*Note: Stata cannot produce treemaps/mosaic plots, but numbers in table 1
*should be identical.



For the universe of interest (employed, salaried, with hourly wages or non varying hours N = 126 millions),
we describe the distribution of hourly wages in 2013 and the forecast values for 2016. Figure 2.

2.2.1.2

Statistics and code behind ﬁgure 2

R
p <df %>%
filter(pop_of_int==1 & wage3<=200) %>%
select(wage3, wages.final, final_weights) %>%
melt(value.variables=c("wage3", "wages.final") , id="final_weights") %>%
mutate("final_weights" = ifelse(variable=="wages.final",
final_weights * (1 + workers.gr)^3,
final_weights) ) %>%
ggplot() +
geom_density(aes(x = value,
fill=variable,
weight = final_weights,
alpha = 1/2,
colour=variable), bw=1, kernel = "gau") +
geom_vline(xintercept = c(7.25, 10.10, 11.5), col="blue") +
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(0,20)) +
guides(alpha = "none", colour="none") +
scale_x_discrete(limits = c(0,7.5, 10.10, 11.5, 20)) +
labs(y = NULL,


x = "Wage" ,
title = "Figure 2: Distribution of wages in 2013 and 2016(forecast)")+
theme(axis.ticks = element_blank(), axis.text.y = element_blank()) +
theme(legend.justification=c(0,1),
legend.position=c(0,1),
legend.background = element_rect(fill = "transparent",
colour = "transparent") )+
scale_fill_discrete(name=NULL,
labels=c("2013", "2016 (Forecast)"))
Stata
*Figure 2
cap drop *_weight_2016
gen final_weight_2016 = final_weight * (1 + wage_gr)^3
gen round_weight_2016 = round(final_weight_2016)

#delimit ;
twoway (kdensity wage3 if pop_of_int == 1 [fweight = round_weight],
bwidth(.9) range(0 20))
(kdensity w3_adj_min if pop_of_int == 1 [fweight = round_weight_2016],
bwidth(.9) range(0 20)),
title(Figure 2: Distribution of wages in 2013 and 2016(forecast))
xline(7.25 10.10 11.5)
xlabel(0 "0" 7.5 "7.5" 10.1 "10.10" 11.5 "11.5" 20 "20")
legend(order(1 "2013" 2 "2016 (Forecast)"))
yscale(off)
xtitle(wage per hour);
#delimit cr



Table 1 below presents more detail statistics for the wage distributions for 2013 and for the forecast wages of
2016.
Table 3: Comparison of 2013 and 2016 under the status quo

Salary workers
Median wage
% < 7.5
%<9
% < 10.10
% < 13
% < 15

2013

2016: status quo

125,992,501
16.25
0.04
0.13
0.23
0.36
0.43

131,946,284
18.44
0.01
0.08
0.16
0.3
0.38

Among the population of interest, the employment eﬀects of the minimum wage will be computed separatedley
for adults (age ≥ 20) and teenagers (16 ≤ age < 20). For this purpose we present the wage distribution for
both groups. Figure 3.

2.2.1.3

Statistics and code behind ﬁgure 3

R



#####################
#if (!(length(dev.list()) == 0)) { dev.off() }
#x11()
universe.1 <- df %>%
mutate("teen" = ifelse(age<20, "teen", "adult"),
"wage_c" = ifelse(wage3<10.10 & !is.na(wage3), "w < 10.10", "w >= 10.10"),
"selfemp_inc" = 1 * (selfemp == 1 | selfinc == 1) ) %>%
group_by(lfstat,selfemp, selfemp_inc, teen, wage_c) %>%
summarise("total" = sum(final_weights, na.rm = TRUE))
universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$lfstat!="Employed"] = NA
universe.1$teen[universe.1$lfstat!="Employed"] = NA
universe.1$wage_c[universe.1$selfemp_inc==1 | universe.1$lfstat!="Employed"] = NA
universe.1$wage_n <- as.numeric(as.factor(universe.1$wage_c))
universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$selfemp_inc==0]
universe.1$selfemp_inc[universe.1$selfemp_inc==1]

<- "salary"
<- "self employed or self incorporated"

universe.1$color <-c("#d95f0e", "#fff7bc")[as.factor(universe.1$wage_c)]
universe.1$color[is.na(universe.1$color)] <- "#D3D3D3"
treemap.2 <- function() {
invisible(
treemap(universe.1,
index=c("lfstat", "selfemp_inc", "teen", "wage_c"),
vSize=c("total"),
vColor = c("color"),
range = c(7, 15),
type="color",
aspRatio= 1.5,
algorithm="pivotSize",
border.col = c("#FFFFFF", "#000000","#000000","#000000"),
sortID="-wage_n",
fontsize.labels = c(12:8),
#aspRatio= c(4,3),
title.legend="number of employees",
align.labels=list(c("left", "top"), c("right", "top"),
c("right", "bottom"), c("center", "center")),
fontface.labels = c(3,2,1,1),
bg.labels = 1,
title = "Figure 3: Figure 1 + proportion of salary workers earning more/less than 10.10",
lowerbound.cex.labels = 1
)
)
}

#TO DO: display number of workers below red bars in reactive fashion.
#Maybe not even a plot: only a slider with min wage and a
#reactive box with the number of workers that would be below it.
Stata



*Note: Stata cannot produce treemaps/mosaic plots, but numbers in table 1
*should be identical.

2.2.2

Identify relevant population

Given our universe, the next step is to identify the population that would be actually aﬀected if a raise in the
minimum wage takes place. The two relevant populations to deﬁne now are the number of low wage workers

(N
lowwage ) and the number of workers that would earn less than the new minimum wage (Nw≤M W 1 ). CBO
deﬁnes a low wage as one below $11.5 dollars per hour in 2016, and the proposed value used for the minimum
wage is $10.10 dollars per hour. From now on we separate each of this group among adults and teenagers
following CBO’s convention.
Three adjustments are applied to the population of workers with wages below the new minimum wage:
1 - Workers whose earnings are mainly from tips are tagged and a diﬀerent minimum wage is apply to them
($2.13).
W 1 is deleted to account for non compliers.
2 - A fraction α1 of Nw≤M
W 1 is deleted to account for workers not subject to the Fair Labor Standards Act.
3 - A fraction α2 of Nw≤M
After this three adjustments, performed over the relevant population forecast for the year 2016, we obtain
the ﬁnal population.

2.2.2.1

Tipped workers



Additional information needed from CBO: which occupations they used to identify tipped workers and clarify
the conceptual need to adjust for this population (as the lower min wage only applies if they make more than
7.50 an hour).
Apply diﬀerent minimum wage to workers who receive more than $30 in tips. This was applied to 11
occupations (such as waiter, bartender, and hairdresser ~10% if low wage workers)
Given that we do not know which 11 categories the report makes reference to, and which variable that deﬁnes
the categories, we will use the variable peernuot to identify tipped workers. This variable overestimates the
number of tipped workers (13% as opposed to the 10% mentioned in the report) because it also contains the
workers paid overtime or commissions.
Tipped workers with wages below 7.25 are 1% of the total tipped workers. Non-tipped workers with wages
below 7.25 are 1.6% of the total.

2.2.2.2

Non compliance

We estimate the proportion of low wage workers (wage less then 11.50) that earn less than the their state’s
minimum wage in 2013 as a proxy for non compliers under the new minimum wage in 2016. The original
reports mention that it comes up to 12% of the low wage population.
Following the original report (footnote 25) we will consider salary workers as non compliers only if their wage
is strictly less than 25 cents for non-tipped workers or 13 cents for tipped workers.

2.2.2.2.1

Code to compute percentage of non compliers

R
#Percentage of total workers in 2013 that earn less that their states' minimum wage.
# variable peernuot seems to be the most appropiate variable to indicate wether or nor receives tips
# 1=YES; 2=NO
non.comp.stats <- df %>%
select(wage3, state, final_weights, peernuot, pop_of_int) %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & wage3<=11.5) %>%
summarise(
"% of non compliers w/o adj" =
wtd.mean(wage3 < state.minw("2013")[state, ],
weights = final_weights),
"% of non compliers with adj" =
wtd.mean(wage3 + 0.25 * (peernuot == 2) +
0.13 * (peernuot == 1) < state.minw("2013")[state, ],
weights = final_weights)
)
Stata
*Not done yet

2.2.2.3

Not covered that might beneﬁt

Additional information needed from CBO: how they identiﬁed non-FLSA eligibility.



• Include not covered by FLSA but expected to be aﬀected: employees of small ﬁrms, occupations generally
exempt from FLSA, and teenagers in ﬁrst 90 days of employment.
The estimated percentage of non-compliance is 15.2% of the target population in 2013 (N = 131,946,284).

2.2.3

Summary

ˆ
ˆ
Deﬁne g(2016|2013)
as the growth factor for the population from the year 2013 to 2016 (g(2016|2013)
= (1+ĝ)3 ,
where ĝ is the annual growth rate of the population). Then:
ˆ w(2016|2013) × (1 − αteen
teen
teen
ˆ − αteen
ˆ )

N
1
1
2
f inal = N ˆ ≤M W
teen
ˆ − αteen
ˆ )
ˆ
ˆ
(2013) × P (ŵ ≤ M W 1 |teen) × (1 − α1teen
= g(2016|2013)
× Nemployed
2

Analogously for the adult population:
1
ˆ
ˆ − αadult
ˆ )

adult
adult
adult
ˆ
N
2
f inal = g(2016|2013) × Nemployed (2013) × P (ŵ ≤ M W |adult) × (1 − α1

The table below presents the estimate from 2013 for all each component.
R
N.final.f <- function(df.temp = df, workers.gr.temp = workers.gr){
aux.1 <- bind_rows(
df.temp %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1) %>%
mutate("adult" = ifelse(age>=20, "Adult", "Teen") ) %>%
group_by(adult) %>%
summarise( "Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)" = sum(final_weights)/1e6,
"Low wage workers ($w \\leq 11.5 p/h$) (millions)" = sum(final_weights * (wages.final <=11.50))/
"% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)" = wtd.mean( 1*(wages.final <=10.10),
na.rm = TRUE, weights = final_weights) * 100),
df.temp %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1) %>%
summarise( "Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)" = sum(final_weights)/1e6,
"Low wage workers ($w \\leq 11.5 p/h$) (millions)" = sum(final_weights * (wages.final <=11.50
"% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)" = wtd.mean( 1*(wages.final <=10.10),
na.rm = TRUE, weights = final_weights) * 100) %>%
mutate(adult = "Total" )
)
#Non compliance (starting from a different denominator: 'pop_of_int == 1 & wage3 < 11.5')
aux.2 <- bind_rows(
df.temp %>%
select(wage3, age, state, final_weights, peernuot, pop_of_int) %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & wage3 <= 11.5) %>%
mutate("adult" = ifelse(age>=20, "Adult", "Teen") ) %>%
group_by(adult) %>%
summarise(
"% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)" =
wtd.mean(1 * (wage3 + 0.25 * (peernuot == 2) +
0.13 * (peernuot == 1) < state.minw("2013")[state, ] ),


weights = final_weights)*100 ),
df.temp %>%
select(wage3, age, state, final_weights, peernuot, pop_of_int) %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & wage3 <= 11.5) %>%
summarise(
"% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)" =
wtd.mean(1 * (wage3 + 0.25 * (peernuot == 2) +
0.13 * (peernuot == 1) < state.minw("2013")[state, ] ),
weights = final_weights)*100 ) %>%
mutate("adult" = "Total")
)
stats2 <- rbind(t(aux.1[,-1 ]), t(aux.2[, -1]) )
colnames(stats2) <- t(aux.1[,1])
stats2 <- rbind(stats2, "$\\hat{ g(2016|2013) }$" = (1 + workers.gr.temp)^3 )
aux.total <- apply(stats2, 2, function(x) x[5] * x[1] * (x[3]/100) * (1 - x[4]/100)
return(rbind(stats2, "$\\widehat{ N_{final} }$ (millions)" = aux.total))

)

}
stats2 <- N.final.f()
# FH: There a small difference in the overall total and the sum of Teens and Adults:
# stats2[6,3] - sum( (stats2[6, 1:2]) )
# I have pinned down the source of the problem to differences in the way % is calculated (for groups
relative
Stata
*Not done yet
Table 4: Characteristics of target population

ˆ
Salary workers (Nemployed
) (millions)
Low wage workers (w ≤ 11.5p/h) (millions)
% Salary below new MW (P (ŵ ≤ M W 1 ))
% of non compliers (α1 )
ˆ
g(2016|2013)

N
f inal (millions)

2.3

Adult

Teen

Total

121.69
26.85
14.43
14.38
1.05
15.75

4.30
3.73
74.34
21.70
1.05
2.62

125.99
30.58
16.48
15.16
1.05
18.45

Get the η × Δw

In order to get the elasticity of labor demand that best ﬁts the context analysed here, two steps were required:
(i) identify from the literature the best estimate available; (ii) extrapolate that estimate to ﬁt the speciﬁc
context of this policy analysis.

2.3.1

Getting the best estimates from the literature

It is unclear the precise mechanism used by CBO to choose the estimates for the labor demand elasticity.
Later I will assume that it came from a meta-analysis and calibrate the weights of some of the meta-analysis
cited in the report to reﬂect that choice.


For now we take their estimate as given: -0.1 for the teenager population, with a “likely range” a range from
0 to -0.2 (“likely range” is used throughout the report to estimate the expert judgment that the elasticity
will be in that range 2/3 of the time)3 . The reasons provided in the report for choosing this ﬁgure can be
summarize by the following three points:
- More weight was given to studies that exploit across state variation (as opposed to over time country level
variation).
- The ﬁnal estimate takes in to account publication bias towards highly negative estimates.
- The magnitude of the increase (%39) and the fact that would be indexed to inﬂation going forward, makes
it an unusually large increase in the minimum wage.
With this elements we can write the chosen elasticity from the literature (ηlit ) as the product of the original
0
assessment of the literature (ηlit
), a reduction factor for publication bias (Fpub.bias < 1) and a ampliﬁcation
factor for a larger variation in minimum wage (Flarge.variation > 1):
teen
0
ηlit
= ηlit
× Fpub.bias × Flarge.variation = −0.1

Additionally, CBO provides two additional caveats that could be added to the analysis:
- Ripple eﬀects on employment were assume to be null as the result of two opposing eﬀects: (i) “ripple-wages”
would increase unemployment but (ii) substitution of marginally more productive workers for layed oﬀ workers
below the new minimum wage would decrease unemployment. CBO assumes these eﬀects roughly cancel each
other.
- CBO acknowledges that eﬀects could be larger (in abs value) during recessions but does not predict a
recession for 2016. No estimation is provided of how much larger those eﬀects would be in case of a recession.

2.3.2

Extrapolating research estimate to current context

Three adjustments are proposed: (i) extrapolate elasticity estimates for teenager to adults; (ii) re-scale
elasticity to population aﬀected by the new minimum wage; (iii) adjust elasticities to reﬂect average wage
variation from and increase in the minimum wage.

2.3.2.1

Extrapolate from teenagers to adult population

Most of the estimates from the literate are for teenage population. CBO proposes to extrapolate this estimates
to the adult population in the following fashion:
adults
teens
= ηlit
× Fextrapolation
ηlit

Where a value Fextrapolation = 1/3 is chosen to reﬂect that the demand for adult labor is suspected to be
more inelastic than the demand for teen labor.

2.3.2.2

Re-escale elasticities to the population aﬀected by the minimum wage

The literature reports the estimated eﬀect for a given population ηlit . This estimate can be seen as the
weighted average between the demand elasticities for the directly aﬀected population (ηw≤M W ), with wages
below the new minimum, and the non aﬀected (ηw>M W ) populations, with wages above the new minimum:
g
g
g
g
ηlit
=pgw≤M W ηw≤M
W + (1 − pw≤M W )ηw>M W

g = {teens, adults}

3 The report presents smaller estimates for the $9.00 dollar option (-0.075). The rationale is that a smaller increase (in
magnitude but also not indexed by inﬂation, and with later implementation than the 10.10 option) will allow ﬁrms to adjust
other margins before reducing employment.



The underlying assumption is that ηw>M W = 0. With this the ﬁrst proposed adjustment becomes:
g
ηw≤M
W =

g
ηlit

g = {teens, adults}

pgw≤M W

The fraction of the population with a forecast income below the new minimum wage (pgw≤M W ) is 74.3% for
teenagers and 14.4% for adults.

2.3.2.3

Adjust elasticities to average wage variation

Given that the percentual variation from the
 old wage gto the new minimum wage varies for diﬀerent levels of
wages, total eﬀect should be computed as b %Δwb ηw≤M
W × Nb for b = 1 . . . B wage brackets.
The report approximates this calculation by computing the employment eﬀect for average wage variation

g
f inal
across the total population, in age group g, aﬀected by the minimum wage: %Δwg × ηw≤M
.
W × Ng
Finally CBO argues that as the variation changes the elasticity should be re-scaled to reﬂect such variation.
With the elasticity resulting in:
g
 =
ηw≤M
W

g
ηlit
g
pw≤M W

×

%ΔM W
%Δwg

g
g
= ηlit
× Fadjs

g = {teens, adults}

g
Looking at historical trends in the CPS, CBO estimates that Fadjs
is 4.5 for both populations4 . In the
following table we summarize all the elements required to compute η g
w≤M W

2.4

Other factors

CBO reasons that a rise in the minimum wage would have eﬀects in aggregate consumption and this in turn
would have eﬀects on employment. The overall eﬀect is estimated as an increase in employment between 30,000
and 50,000 jobs (“a few tens of thousands of jobs”). A narrative argument is provided for the mechanisms
behind this eﬀect.
The eﬀects on consumption are separated into direct and indirect.

2.4.1

Direct eﬀects on consumption

• Job loses ⇒ reduction in consumption.
• Increase wages ⇒ increase consumption.
• Less proﬁts for business owners and shareholders ⇒ reduction in consumption.
• Increase prices ⇒ reduction in consumption.
4 CBO calculated the fraction of teenagers with earnings below the minimum wage from 1979 to 2009 and the result came to
about a third. Then they look at the average change in earnings for teenagers subject to the minimum wage over the same
period, and compared that to the nominal change in each variation of the minimum wage. This ratio came to be about 1.5. With
this the ﬁnal estimates for the elasticity for teenagers came to be 4.5 (1.5/(1/3)) times higher than what is estimated in the
literature.



Overall the direct eﬀect on consumption is estimated[?] to be positive due to a higher marginal propensity to
consume of the low wage individuals relative to high income ones.

2.4.2

Indirect eﬀects on consumption

• Increase in consumption ⇒ Increase investment in the future ⇒ Increase consumption in the future.
• Increase prices of low-wage-intensive items ⇒ increase demand in other items ⇒ Bottleneck in other
items until ﬁrms adjust.
Overall the indirect eﬀect on consumption is estimated[?] to be negative.

2.4.3

Overall eﬀect on consumption and its eﬀect on employment

CBO estimates [?] that the net eﬀect on consumption would be positive and that its eﬀect on employment
would be between 30,000 and 50,000 additional jobs for 2016. This eﬀects are estimated for the short run only.
The methodology is mention to be similar to the one used to asses the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act (found here)

2.4.4

Prevent double counting

The estimated elasticities in the literature already account for approximately 10% of the eﬀects through
consumption, so the ﬁnal eﬀect of consumption here is multiplied by 0.9 to prevent double counting.
 = 40, 000 × 0.9
OF

2.5

Computing eﬀects on employment

Putting all elements together we get:
=
ΔE






g
 × %Δwg
Ngf inal × ηw≤M
W




− OF

g∈{A,T }

2.5.1

Code to compute each component

R
eta.lit.f <- function(SA.eta.lit = param.eta.lit) - 0.1 * SA.eta.lit
eta.lit <- eta.lit.f(SA.eta.lit = param.eta.lit)
factor.extrap.f <- function(SA.factor.extrap = param.factor.extrap) 1/3 * SA.factor.extrap
factor.extrap <- factor.extrap.f()
final.other.comp <- function(df.temp = df) {
stats3 <- df.temp %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1) %>%
mutate("adult" = ifelse(age>=20, "Adult", "Teen") ) %>%
group_by(adult) %>%
summarise("$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$" = wtd.mean( ifelse(wages.final <=10.10,



(10.10 - wages.final)/wages.final, NA) ,
na.rm = TRUE, weights = final_weights) * 100 )
stats3 <- rbind("$\\eta_{lit}$" = c( eta.lit * factor.extrap , eta.lit ),
"$\\eta_{w \\leq MW'}$" = c( eta.lit * factor.extrap , eta.lit ) /
(stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100),
"$F_{adj}$" = c( 4.5, 4.5 ),
t(stats3[,-1]) )
aux.1 <- apply(stats3, 2, function(x) x[1] * x[3])
stats3 <- rbind(stats3, "$\\widetilde{\\eta_{w\\leq MW}}$"= aux.1)
colnames(stats3) <- c("Adult", "Teen")
return(stats3)
}
stats3 <- final.other.comp(df.temp = df)
# As described in doc
delta.e1.f <- function(SA.N = param.N,
SA.fract.minwage = param.fract.minwage,
SA.noncomp = param.noncomp,
SA.eta.lit = param.eta.lit,
SA.factor.extrap = param.factor.extrap,
SA.F.adj = param.F.adj,
SA.av.wage.var = param.av.wage.var,
workers.gr.temp = workers.gr,
stats2.temp =stats2) {
sum( (1 + workers.gr.temp)^3 *
stats2["Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)",1:2] * SA.N *
stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100 * SA.fract.minwage *
( 1 - stats2["% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)",1:2]/100 - 0) * SA.noncomp *
c( eta.lit.f(SA.eta.lit) * factor.extrap.f(SA.factor.extrap) , eta.lit.f(SA.eta.lit) ) *
stats3["$F_{adj}$", "Teen"] * SA.F.adj *
(stats3["$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$",1:2]/100) * SA.av.wage.var
) + 0.05 * 0.9
}
delta.e1 <- delta.e1.f()
# As it should have been computed according to doc
delta.e2 <- sum( (1 + workers.gr)^3 *
stats2["Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)",1:2] * param.N *
stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100 * param.fract.minwage
( 1 - stats2["% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)",1:2]/100 - 0) * param.noncomp *
c( eta.lit * factor.extrap , eta.lit ) *
(1/rep(stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)","Teen"]/100, 2) *
(stats3["$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$",1:2]/100) * param.av.wage.var
) + 0.05 * 0.9
# As it should have been computed according to methodology
delta.e3 <- sum( (1 + workers.gr)^3 *
stats2["Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)",1:2] * param.N *
stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100 * param.fract.minwage
( 1 - stats2["% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)",1:2]/100 - 0) * param.noncomp *



c( eta.lit * factor.extrap , eta.lit ) *
(1/(stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100) * param.fract.minwage)
( 0.39 / ( stats3["$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$",1:2]/100 * param.av.wage.var ) ) *
(stats3["$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$",1:2]/100) * param.av.wage.var
) + 0.05 * 0.9
# As I think that should actually be computed
delta.e4 <- sum( (1 + workers.gr)^3 *
stats2["Salary workers ($\\hat{ N_{employed} }$) (millions)",1:2] * param.N *
stats2["% Salary below new MW ($P(\\hat{w} \\leq MW^{1})$)",1:2]/100 * param.fract.minwage
( 1 - stats2["% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)",1:2]/100 - 0) * param.noncomp *
c( eta.lit * factor.extrap , eta.lit ) *
(stats3["$\\overline{\\%\\Delta w}$",1:2]/100) * param.av.wage.var
) + 0.05 * 0.9

# "Arbitrary" Sens. Anal to get lower unemp (0.9 * wage in
# delta.e3 <- sum( stats3$N * stats3$`% Empl Below MW`/100
#
0.9*stats3$`% Mean Wage Inc`/100 * 0.1/(stats3$`%
#
((0.9*stats3$`% Mean Wage Inc`/100)/0.5) * c(1/4,
# ) - 0.05 * 0.9
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

c, 0.37 to 0.5, 1/3 to 1/4)
* ( 1 - stats3$`% of non compliers with adj`/
Empl Below MW`/100) *
1)

library(foreign)
df.ma <- read.dta("C:/Users/fhocesde/Documents/dissertation/meta-analysis/minwage1.dta")
#x11()
hist(df.ma$tstatistic, breaks = 300, xlim = c(-8,4))
abline(v = c(-1.96, -1.6, 1.6, 1.96), col = "red")

#knitr::kable(stats3, caption="Components of Elasticities", digits = 2)
Stata
*Not done yet
Table 5: Components of Elasticities

ηlit
ηw≤M W 
Fadj
%Δw
ηw≤M
W

Adult

Teen

-0.03
-0.23
4.50
13.81
-0.15

-0.10
-0.13
4.50
16.65
-0.45

− E = -478 thousand jobs. The report however computes

Using all the components described above we get Δ
g
g
Fadjs in a diﬀerent fashion and gets a value of 4.5 (when computing the values of Fadjs
from the table below −

as oppose to using historical values - we get Δ E = -321 thousand jobs).



3

Distributional eﬀects

In the ﬁrst step towards obtaining the policy estimates presented in the introduction we concluded with a
− E = -478 thousand jobs lost. We now turn to two additional key quantities: the wage gain among

ﬁgure of Δ
those who get a rise do to the new minimum wage, and the distribution of the losses that pay for that raise.
The eﬀect of both quantities is estimated at the level of family income.

3.1

Computing Family income

As the unit of interest now is the family and detailed information on income is needed, CBO performs the
distributional analysis using a diﬀerent data set from the Current Population Survey. Instead of the ORG,
the following analysis uses the CPS Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) of March 2013. This
data contains income information for the year 2012.

3.1.1

Computing wages in CPS ASEC 2013

The hourly wage (w) was computed as the ratio of yearly earnings (y) and the product of usual number of
hours worked in a week (Hour.per.W eek) and the number of weeks worked in a year (W eeks.per.Y ear). The
CPS ASEC data set contains three variables for yearly earnings: incp_all incp_ern incp_wag corresponding
to all income, earnings and wages respectively. We choose incp_wag.
For this data set, the weights used in our analysis will be hhwgt.

ŵ =

3.1.1.1

ŷ
ˆ W eek × W eeks per
ˆ Y ear
Hours per

Code to load the data

R
call.cps.asec.data <- function() {
data_use <- "CPER_ASEC"
# Using CEPR ORG data
if (data_use == "CPER_ASEC") {
# Checking if working directory contains data, download if not.
if ( !("cepr_march_2013.dta" %in% dir()) ) {
# create name of file to store data
tf <- "cepr_march_2013.zip"
# download the CPS repwgts zipped file to the local computer
download.file(url = "http://ceprdata.org/wp-content/cps/data/cepr_march_2013.zip", tf , mode =
# unzip the file's contents and store the file name within the temporary directory
fn <- unzip( zipfile = tf ,"cepr_march_2013.dta", overwrite = T )
}
df <- read.dta("cepr_march_2013.dta")
}



df <- tbl_df(df)
return(df)
}
df <- call.cps.asec.data()
add.base.vars <- function(SA.hours = param.hours,
SA.weeks = param.weeks,
SA.N = param.N) {
df %>% mutate("hrslyr" = hrslyr * SA.hours,
"wkslyr" = wkslyr * SA.weeks,
"hhwgt" = hhwgt * SA.N)
}
df <- add.base.vars()
Stata
*Not done yet
3.1.1.2

Code for computing wages and descriptive stats

R
# Tag population of interest FH: (1) Need to deal with 598 NA's and (2) clarify that restrictions here
# exactly the same as CPS ORG.
pop_of_int <- with(df,
(empl == 1 &
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0) &
!(incp_wag == 0 | is.na(incp_wag) ) )
)
#FH: Should I adjust any wage below the min to the min?
# For CPS ASEC I am using the weights hhwgt
table_5 <- df %>%
summarise("(1) Total" =
sum(hhwgt, na.rm = TRUE),
"(2) Employed" =
sum( hhwgt * (empl == 1), na.rm = TRUE),
"(3) Salary (among employed)" =
sum(hhwgt * (empl == 1 &
#Salary worker if
(selfinc == 0 & selfemp == 0))
#not self employed or
, na.rm = TRUE)
#self incorp.
)
table_5 <- t(table_5)
colnames(table_5) <- "N"
table_5 <- format(table_5, big.mark = ",", digits = 0, scientific = FALSE)
#Summary stats of wage
sum.stas1 <- function(x, wt) {


c( "mean" = weighted.mean(x,w = wt, na.rm = TRUE),
"sd" = sqrt( wtd.var(x, weights = wt) ) ,
"median" = wtd.quantile( x, weights = wt, prob = c(.5)) ,
wtd.quantile( x, weights = wt, prob = c(.1, .9) ) )
}
table_6 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(hhwgt)) %>%
select(incp_wag, hrslyr, wkslyr, hhwgt)
table_6 <- sapply(table_6[,c("incp_wag", "hrslyr", "wkslyr")],
function(x) sum.stas1(x, table_6$hhwgt) )
table_6 <- cbind(table_6)
colnames(table_6) <- c("Earnings", "Hours", "weeks")
# Compute hourly wages, replace negative vales withs 0's
add.wage.var <- function(df) {
df$wage <- with(df, incp_wag/(hrslyr * wkslyr) )
df$wage[df$wage<0] <- NA
df <- df %>%
mutate("hhwgt.2013" = gr.factor("workers", 2012, 2013) * hhwgt ,
"wage.2013" = gr.factor("wages per worker", 2012, 2013) * wage)
return(df)
}
df <- add.wage.var(df)
table_7 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(wage)) %>%
summarise("N" = sum(hhwgt.2013),
"> $7.5" = weighted.mean(wage.2013<7.5,w = hhwgt.2013),
"> $9" = weighted.mean(wage.2013<9,w = hhwgt.2013),
"> $10.10" = weighted.mean(wage.2013<10.10,w = hhwgt.2013),
"> $13" = weighted.mean(wage.2013<13,w = hhwgt.2013),
"> $15" = weighted.mean(wage.2013<15,w = hhwgt.2013)
)
table_7 <- t(table_7)
colnames(table_7) <- "Perc (2013)"
Stata
*Not done yet

3.1.1.3

Adjusting wages 1

As with the CPS ORG, an adjustment for wages is applied. Unlike the previous modiﬁcation, where the
adjustments was over a fraction of the population (those who did not report an hourly wage), our understanding
is that CBO adjust the wages of all the population in this case.



The adjustments follows the following formula:

with:

raw
− (1 − α)wgraw
wig = αwig
 raw
g wig
wgraw =
Ng

Additional information needed from CBO: α and G in this case.
3.1.1.4

Adjusting wages 2

CBO mentions that the “it found far fewer workers who would be directly aﬀected by the change in the
minimum wage than it had in its analysis of employment”, using the CPS ASEC we get 20.3% workers below
the 10.10 threshold, while using the CPS ORG we 23.5%.
We assume that this second adjustment are a linear transformation (“mostly by adjusting some workers’
wages up to the minimum wage projected to apply to them in 2016 under current law”):
wig = (1 + I(U ≥ 0) × F1 )wig I(g ∈ G1 )+
wig (1 − I(g ∈ G1 )) with: U ∼ U nif orm(a, b)
Additional information needed from CBO: about this adjustment.
3.1.1.5

Forecasting wage

The wage forecast is the same methodology as in section 2. This methodology is applied to a diﬀerent data
set (CPS ASEC) and for one additional year (forecasting from 2012 to 2016) than with the CPS ORG data
3.1.1.5.1

Code to forecast wages, workers

R
#Wage adjutsment
#CBO mentions that the lowest 10th percent gets a 2.9% growth in anual wage
#I compute the anualized growth rate of wages and creat 10 bins of wage growth
#starting at 2.4%, then adjust by minimum wages of 2016 and get a anualized
#growth of 2.9% for the lowest decile.
#THIS TWO LINES OF CODE ARE DIFFERENT BETWEEN ASEC AND ORG
wage.gr.asec.f <- function(SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr) {
( ( gr.factor("wages per worker", 2013, 2016) )^(1/4) - 1 ) * SA.wage.gr
}
wage.gr <- wage.gr.asec.f()
workers.gr.asec.f <- function(SA.worker.gr = param.worker.gr) {
( ( gr.factor("workers", 2013, 2016) )^(1/4) - 1 ) * SA.worker.gr
}
workers.gr <- workers.gr.asec.f()
#SAME
half.gap.asec.f <- function(SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr,
SA.base.growth = param.base.growth) {
wage.gr.asec.f(SA.wage.gr) - SA.base.growth


}
half.gap <- half.gap.asec.f()
wage.gr.bins.asec.f <- function(SA.base.growth = param.base.growth,
SA.wage.gr = param.wage.gr) {
seq(SA.base.growth, wage.gr.asec.f(SA.wage.gr) +
half.gap.asec.f(SA.wage.gr,SA.base.growth), length.out = 10)
}
wage.gr.bins <- wage.gr.bins.asec.f()
# CAUTION: DO NOT apply 'ntile()' fn from dplry as is will split ties differently than 'cut()' and resu
# be comparable to STATA.
#NOT THE SAME (power of 3 intead of 4)
aux.var <- wtd.quantile(x = df$wage, probs = 1:9/10,weights = df$hhwgt)
df <- df %>%
mutate( wage.deciles = cut(wage, c(0, aux.var, Inf) ,
right = TRUE, include.lowest = TRUE) ,
wage.adj1 = wage * ( 1 + wage.gr.bins[wage.deciles] )^4)
add.wages.1 <- function(df.temp = df, aux.var.temp = aux.var) {
df.temp %>%
mutate( wage.deciles = cut(wage, c(0, aux.var.temp, Inf) ,
right = TRUE, include.lowest = TRUE) ,
wage.adj1 = wage * ( 1 + wage.gr.bins[wage.deciles] )^4)
}
df <- add.wages.1()
# To compute the new total of workers we multiply the original weigths by the growth rate.
new_total_n <- format(sum(df$hhwgt[pop_of_int==1] *
(1 + workers.gr)^4,
na.rm = TRUE), big.mark=",")
# Here we adjust min wages
# SAME
wages.final.asec.org.f <- function(SA.states.raise = param.states.raise,
SA.wages = param.wages) {
with( df, ifelse(wage.adj1> st.minw.2016[state,] * SA.states.raise,
wage.adj1,
st.minw.2016[state,] * SA.states.raise) ) * SA.wages
}
df$wages.final <- wages.final.asec.org.f()
Stata
*Not done yet
3.1.1.5.2

Statistics and code behind ﬁgure 4

R
# WHY TABLE 4?
table_8 <- matrix(NA, 7, 2)
colnames(table_8) <- c("2013", "2016: status quo")


rownames(table_8) <- c("Salary workers",
"Median wage",
"% < 7.5","% < 9",
"% < 10.10", "% < 13",
"% < 15" )
# Total in 2013
table_8[1,1] <- table_5[3]
# projected total in 2016
table_8[1,2] <- new_total_n
# Median wage before projections
table_8[2,1] <- round( with(df[pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(df$wage), ],
wtd.quantile( wage, weights = hhwgt
, prob = c(.5) ) ), digits = 2 )
# Median wage after projections
table_8[2,2] <- round( with(df[pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(df$wages.final), ],
wtd.quantile( wages.final, weights = hhwgt *
(1 + workers.gr)^4, prob = c(.5) ) ), digits = 2 )
# Wage distribution in 2013
table_8[3:7,1] <- round(as.matrix(table_7[-1]), digits = 2)
aux.1 <- df %>%
filter(pop_of_int == 1 & !is.na(wages.final)) %>%
summarise("> $7.50" = weighted.mean(wages.final<7.5,w = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4),
"> $9" = weighted.mean(wages.final<9,w = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4),
"> $10.10" = weighted.mean(wages.final<10.10,w = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4),
"> $13" = weighted.mean(wages.final<13,w = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4),
"> $15" = weighted.mean(wages.final<15,w = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4)
)
table_8[3:7,2] <- round( as.matrix(aux.1), digits = 2 )
# Histogram of wage below $20
p2 <df %>%
filter(pop_of_int==1 & wage<=200) %>%
select(wage.2013, wages.final, hhwgt, hhwgt.2013) %>%
gather(key = variable, value = value, -c(hhwgt.2013, hhwgt) ) %>%
mutate("hhwgt" = ifelse(variable=="wages.final",
hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4 ,
hhwgt.2013 ) ) %>%
ggplot() +
geom_density(aes(x = value,
fill=variable,
weight = hhwgt,
alpha = 1/2,
colour=variable), bw=1, kernel = "gau") +
geom_vline(xintercept = c(7.25, 10.10, 11.5), col="blue") +
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(0,20)) +
scale_x_discrete(limits = c(0,7.5, 10.10, 11.5, 20)) +
guides(alpha = "none", colour="none") +
labs(y = NULL,
x = "Wage" ,
title = "Figure 4: Distribution of wages in 2013 and 2016(forecast)")+



theme(axis.ticks = element_blank(), axis.text.y = element_blank()) +
theme(legend.justification=c(0,1),
legend.position=c(0,1),
legend.background = element_rect(fill = "transparent",
colour = "transparent") )+
scale_fill_discrete(name=NULL,
labels=c("2013 (Forecast)", "2016 (Forecast)"))
# print(p2)
# knitr::kable(table_8, caption="Comparison of 2013 and 2016 under the status quo", digits = 1)
Stata
*Not done yet

Table 6: Comparison of 2013 and 2016 under the status quo

Salary workers
Median wage
% < 7.5
%<9
% < 10.10
% < 13
% < 15

2013

2016: status quo

122,593,557
17.79
0.09
0.15
0.2
0.32
0.4

129,545,571
20.56
0.02
0.09
0.15
0.25
0.33



3.2

Imputing policy eﬀects

3.2.1

Imputing wage gains

If the wage is below the proposed new minimum (10.10), we increase that wage up to 10.10 for all the eligible
population.
3.2.1.1

Ripple eﬀects

CBO applies an additional wage increase for wages that are in a neighborhood up to 50% of the max increase
(+ − 0.5(10.10 − 7.25) = + − $1.4). Thus, the ﬁnal imputed wage is:
⎧

⎪
⎨M W + 0.5(w − 7.25) if w ∈ [8.7, 10.10)
w̃ = w + 0.5(11.5 − w) if w ∈ [10.10, 11.5)
⎪
⎩
M W  o/w
3.2.1.1.1

Code for ripple eﬀects

R
#Increase population size (apply workers growth rate to all pop)
# Create new wage (after inc in min wage)
# Apply ripple effects
wage.ripple.f <- function(SA.ripple = param.ripple) {
df %>%
mutate( "hhwgt.2016" = hhwgt * (1 + workers.gr)^4 ,
"below_min" = ifelse(wages.final <= 10.10 & pop_of_int == 1,
1,
0),
"below_min" = ifelse(is.na(below_min),
0,
below_min),
"new.wage" = ifelse(wages.final<10.10 & pop_of_int %in% 1,
10.10,
wages.final),
"new.wage" = ifelse(wages.final>10.10 &
wages.final<SA.ripple["scope_above"] &
pop_of_int==1,
wages.final + SA.ripple["intensity"] *
(SA.ripple["scope_above"] - wages.final),
ifelse(wages.final>SA.ripple["scope_below"] &
wages.final<=10.10 &
pop_of_int==1,
10.10 + SA.ripple["intensity"] *
(wages.final - 7.25),
new.wage
) )
)
}


df <- wage.ripple.f()
# Get the number of workers whos wage would bebow 10.10 in the status quo (in millions)
N_benes <- sum(df$hhwgt.2016[df$wages.final <= 10.10 & pop_of_int==1], na.rm = TRUE)/1e6
# Compute total wage increase (yearly, in billions) -without ripple effects and before destroying jobswage.inc <- with(df[df$below_min == 1 & pop_of_int==1, ],
sum((10.10 - wages.final) * hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) ) / 1e9

# Total gain with ripple effects but without destroying any jobs
wage.inc.with.ripple <- df %>%
with( sum((new.wage - wages.final) * hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) ) / 1e9
Stata
*Not done yet
3.2.1.2

Substracting non compliers

In section 2.2 we estimate that 15.2% of workers eligible for a rise would not receive such beneﬁt. To account
for this fraction of non compliers replace the same fraction of new wages with what would have receive under
the status quo.
3.2.1.2.1

Code to substract non compliers

R
# Apply ripple effects
alpha.1 <- stats2["% of non compliers ($\\alpha_{1}$)", "Total"] * param.noncomp /100
# df$new.wage[df$below_min==1 & pop_of_int==1] <- with(df[df$below_min==1 & pop_of_int==1,],
#
ifelse(runif( length(new.wage) )< alpha.1,
#
wages.final,
#
new.wage) )
set.seed(123)
add.nocomp <- function(df.temp=df, alpha.1.temp = alpha.1) {
df.temp %>% mutate("no.comply" = ifelse(pop_of_int==1 & wages.final<11.5,
ifelse(runif( length(new.wage) )< alpha.1.temp,
"Not comply", "comply"),
NA),
"new.wage.nocomp" = ifelse(no.comply %in% "Not comply" ,
wages.final,
new.wage)
)
}
df <- add.nocomp()
# Total gain with ripple effects but without destroying any jobs and accounting for non-compliance
wage.inc.with.ripple.non.comp <- df %>%


#filter(below_min == 0) %>%
with( sum((new.wage.nocomp - wages.final) *

hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) ) / 1e9

# Number of workers with wages below new min, that are eligible to receive wage inc (before job loses)
N_benes_compliance_below_min <- sum(df$hhwgt.2016[(df$wages.final !=
df$new.wage.nocomp) & df$below_min==1],
na.rm = TRUE)/1e6
N_benes_compliance_above_min <- sum(df$hhwgt.2016[(df$wages.final !=
df$new.wage.nocomp) & df$below_min==0],
na.rm = TRUE)/1e6
N_benes_compliance<- sum(df$hhwgt.2016[(df$wages.final !=
df$new.wage.nocomp)],
na.rm = TRUE)/1e6
pt <- function(x) round(x, 1)
Stata
*Not done yet
After accounting for non compliance, the total number of workers that are potentially eligible for a raise is
23.1 million. Of that number 16.9 would have had a wage below the new minimum and 6.2 would have had a
wage above 10.10, but receives a wage increase through ripple eﬀects. We now impute job losses in order to
obtain the ﬁnal number of workers who beneﬁt and lost from a raise in the minimum wage.
3.2.2

Imputing job losses

The imputation above so far is applied to all workers below the minimum wage (and the ripple eﬀects). Now
 = −0.48 million workers by imputing them a wage of 0. CBO chose to not move
we need to remove the ΔE
 When destroying jobs
the wage all the way to 0 but to cut it in half and apply such imputation to 2ΔE.
CBO argued that the eﬀect would be heavier on teenagers and low wage adults. We implement this in the
following algorithm:
Replace w̃ = w̃/2 if :
- w ∈ [7.25, 10.10)
exp(m(x))
- 1+exp(m(x))
> U nif orm[θ] with m(x) = β1 T EEN − β2 ADU LT × w and β1 , β2 > 0
 jobs.
- Choose θ to destroy 2ΔE
Information needed from CBO. So far I am destroying jobs uniformly across workers earning less than
10.10
3.2.2.1

Code to impute job loses

R
#NOT USING THIS FOR NOW
# m_x <- function(beta1 , beta2) with(df,
#
beta1 * ( age <= 19 ) - beta2 * ( age >= 20 ) *
#
wages.final - 1000 *
#
(wages.final> 10.10 | pop_of_int == 0) )
job.killer <- function(SA.jobcut = param.jobcut) {


set.seed(123)
job.cut.factor <- 2 * SA.jobcut
num.to.del <- - delta.e1*1e6*job.cut.factor
#WOULD LIKE TO MAKE THE NEXT OPTIMIZATION MORE EFFICIENT
theta <- 3
cut.job <- 0
while ( abs(sum(cut.job * df$hhwgt.2016 , na.rm = TRUE) - num.to.del) >= 1e5) {
set.seed(123)
cut.job <- 1* ( df$wages.final<=10.10 & pop_of_int==1 & df$no.comply=="comply" &
(theta*runif(dim(df)[1], min = 0, max = 1) < 0.5) )
# sum(cut.job * df$hhwgt.2016 , na.rm = TRUE)/1e6
if (sum(cut.job * df$hhwgt.2016 , na.rm = TRUE) - num.to.del >= 10000) {
theta <- theta * 1.001
} else {
theta <- theta * 0.999
}
#print(theta)
}
df$cut.job <- cut.job
df$cut.job[is.na(df$cut.job)] <- 0
rm(cut.job)
#df$teen <- df$age<20
#prop.table(with(df[pop_of_int == 1, ], table(cut.job,teen)), 2)
# Compute variables for each scenario
# cut jobs, no wage raise
df$cut.wage <- with(df, ifelse(cut.job %in% 1,
wages.final/job.cut.factor,
wages.final) )
# cut jobs relative to sq, wage raise
df$new.wage.final <- with(df, ifelse(cut.job %in% 1,
wages.final/job.cut.factor,
new.wage.nocomp) )
# cut jobs relative to raise, wage raise
df$new.wage.cut <- with(df, ifelse(cut.job %in% 1,
new.wage.nocomp/job.cut.factor,
new.wage.nocomp) )
return(df)
}
df <- job.killer()
# Compute total wage increase after ripple effects (yearly in billions)
wage.gain.total <- df %>%
summarise( "Total wage gain" = sum( (new.wage.final - wages.final) *
hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) / 1e9 ,
"Total wage loss" = sum( (wages.final - cut.wage) *
hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) / 1e9,
"Total gain before JD" = sum( (new.wage.final - cut.wage) *
hhwgt.2016 * hrslyr * wkslyr , na.rm = TRUE) / 1e9
)
#with(df, hist(new.wage.final - wages.final, xlim = c(-10,10) , ylim=c(0,3e3) , breaks = 50) )



#df %>% mutate("wls" = ifelse(new.wage.final > wages.final, "winner", ifelse(new.wage.final == wages.fin
Stata
*Not done yet
So far we get a total wage gain (accounting for job losses) of 48.1 billion dollars (in 2016) and a total wage
loss of 5.7 billions due to workers loosing their jobs. The funds that cover the wage gains have to come from
either less proﬁts for business or higher prices for consumers. In the next section we review the distribution
of wage gains, wage losses and balance losses across the income distribution.

3.3

Computing family income under status quo and minimum wage increase

The family income forecast was computed as the sum of forecast wages and non-wage income:





=
(gnw nw
ˆ l)
gw ŵ +
Yh (2016|2013)
l

i∈h

l

The other components of family income were forecast as follows: when a growth rate was available for the
sub component it was applied (the only one mentioned is interest and dividends), otherwise the growth rate
was equal to the change in the price index for personal consumption
Additional information needed from CBO: how do they decompose the income.
3.3.1

Growth of non working population

Forecasts of population growth were the same for working population. For non working population, the
growth rate was matched to CBO forecasts for that group.
3.3.2

Other income losses.

Income losses from a reduction in proﬁts (Δ− π) and an increase in aggregate prices (Δ+ P ) is estimated[?] to
be distributed as following: 1% of the losses for those below the poverty line (PL), 29% for those between 1
and 6 PL, and 70% for those above 6PL.

3.4
3.4.1

Other considerations
Economywide income eﬀect

CBO argues that the overall eﬀect on the economy is positive and of $2 billion dollars for 2016.
3.4.2

Quantifying loses

• Mix gains and loses.
• Output lost - increase in aggregate demand (!)
• net gain (!) of 2 billion dollars.


3.4.3

Distributional eﬀects

• Only results, no methodology at all! This is probably the most important (and overlooked part of the
report)

3.4.4

Interaction with other programs

No interactions with other programs is assumed (SNAP or EITC).

3.4.5

What is in the 2/3

• CBO acknowledges uncertainty in the estimates of elasticity due to possible technological changes in
the future.

4

Results

R
#FOR THE FIRST TIME WE NOW LOOK AT OVERALL INCOME AND THE WHOLE POPULATION
#FH:again, I would rather use the non wage growth
non.wage.gr.f <- function(SA.nonwage.gr = param.nonwage.gr) {
( ( gr.factor("Price Index, Personal Consumption", 2013, 2016) )^(1/4) - 1 ) *
SA.nonwage.gr
}
non.wage.gr <- non.wage.gr.f()
#Adjust non-wage income
#Separate HH income in to wage and non-wage
all.income.f <- function(df.temp = df, non.wage.gr.temp = non.wage.gr) {
df.temp$non.wage <- (df.temp$incp_ern - df.temp$incp_wag)
df.temp$non.wage.2016 <- df.temp$non.wage * non.wage.gr.temp
df.temp <- df.temp %>% mutate("year.wage.1" = new.wage.final * (hrslyr * wkslyr) ) %>%
group_by(hhseq) %>% mutate("hhld.wage" = sum(year.wage.1, na.rm = TRUE),
"hhld.non.wage" = sum(non.wage.2016, na.rm = TRUE),
"hhld.income" = hhld.wage + hhld.non.wage,
"N.fam"= n(),
"new.inc.pc" = hhld.income/N.fam) %>%
select(-(hhld.wage:N.fam) )
df.temp <- df.temp %>% mutate("year.wage.2" = wages.final * (hrslyr * wkslyr) ) %>%
group_by(hhseq) %>% mutate("hhld.wage" = sum(year.wage.2, na.rm = TRUE),
"hhld.non.wage" = sum(non.wage.2016, na.rm = TRUE),
"hhld.income" = hhld.wage + hhld.non.wage,
"N.fam"= n(),
"sq.inc.pc" = hhld.income/N.fam) %>%
select(-(hhld.wage:N.fam) )



df.temp$winners = with(df.temp, ifelse(new.inc.pc >= sq.inc.pc,
new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc,
0) )
df.temp$losers = with(df.temp, - ifelse(new.inc.pc <= sq.inc.pc,
new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc,
0) )
return(df.temp)
}
df <- all.income.f()
#
#
#
#
#

Computing differences in income
df %>%
with(sum( (new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc) * hhwgt.2016, na.rm = TRUE) ) /1e9
Per capita agregate income has slightly less gains, probably due to hhld with winners and losers.
wage.gain.total["Total wage gain"]

losses <- with(df, sum(winners * hhwgt.2016) - param.factor.1 * sum(losers * hhwgt.2016) ) - param.net
pop.dist <- wtd.table( with(df, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc,
vec = c(-Inf,11740, 6*11740, Inf)) ) , weights = df$hhwgt.2
losses.pc

<- as.numeric(losses) * param.dist.loss / pop.dist

win.loss.f <- function(SA.factor.1 = param.factor.1,
SA.net.benef = param.net.benef, losses.pc.temp = losses.pc,
df.temp = df) {
df.temp$balance.loss <- as.numeric(losses.pc.temp[with(df.temp, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc,
vec = c(-Inf,11740, 6*11740, Inf) )) ])
# Add the result
# START FROM final_dec() backguards.
bins <- with(df.temp,wtd.quantile(x = sq.inc.pc, probs = 1:4/5, weights = hhwgt.2016))
df.temp$income.group <- with(df.temp, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc, vec = c(-Inf,bins) ))
#Classifying by PLs and using sq.income/N.fam
quintiles <- with(df.temp,wtd.quantile(x = sq.inc.pc, probs = 1:4/5, weights = hhwgt.2016))
#df$income.group <- with(df, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc, vec = quintiles ))
df.temp$income.group.1 <- with(df.temp, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc, vec = c(-Inf,11770*c(1,3,6),Inf)
return(df.temp)
}
df <- win.loss.f()
# Compute variation by hhld - plot all the effects
final_fig1 <- df %>% select(new.inc.pc,sq.inc.pc, hhwgt.2016, balance.loss) %>%
mutate( "variation" = new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc,
"sixthtile" = findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc,
vec = c(-Inf,11740, 11740*1:6, Inf) )) %>%
ggplot(aes(sq.inc.pc, variation)) +
geom_hline(color = "gray", alpha = 0.5, yintercept = 0, size = 1) +



geom_jitter( colour = "black", alpha = 1/30, size = 1/10,
position = position_jitter(height = 30, width = 15) ) +
coord_cartesian(xlim = c(0,2e5),
ylim = c(-5e3,5e3) ) +
theme_minimal() +
labs(y = "Change relative to no raise in min wage",
x = "Per capita income" ,
title = "Distribution of gains and losses across per capita income") +
geom_vline(xintercept = 11740*1:6,
col="red", size = 1/3) +
scale_y_discrete(limits = c(-50e2, -25e2, 0,25e2, 50e2),
labels = c("-5K", "-2.5K", "0", "2.5K", "5K")) +
scale_x_discrete(limits = c(5e3,50e3, 103e3, 150e3),
labels = c("5K","50K", "100K", "150K")) +
geom_abline(color = "red", alpha = 0.2, slope=-1/2, intercept=0,
na.rm = FALSE, show.legend = NA) +
geom_abline(color = "blue", alpha = 0.2, slope=(10.10/7.25 - 1), intercept=0,
na.rm = FALSE, show.legend = NA) +
geom_jitter(aes( sq.inc.pc, - balance.loss - 120 ),
colour = "blue", alpha = 1/30,
size = 1/10,
position = position_jitter(height = 30, width = 15) ) +
geom_text(x = 15e3, y = -4e3,angle = 0,
label = c("1PL"),
size = 3, colour = "red") +
geom_text(x = 12e3*6+3e3, y = -4e3,angle = 0,
label = c("6PL"),
size = 3, colour = "red") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5))
#print(final_fig1)
#ggsave("alt_pe1.png")
# Compute variation by hhld - plot all the effects in same units (average per group)
final_fig2 <- df %>%
select(new.inc.pc,sq.inc.pc, hhwgt.2016, balance.loss, winners, losers) %>%
mutate( "variation" = new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc,
"sixthtile" = findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc,
vec = c(-Inf,11740*1:6, Inf) ) ) %>%
filter(sixthtile>=0) %>%
group_by(sixthtile) %>%
summarise("mean" = wtd.mean(variation, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (win)" = wtd.mean(winners, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (lose)" = wtd.mean(losers, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (bal lose)" = wtd.mean(balance.loss, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"N" = sum( hhwgt.2016)
) %>%
select(`mean (win)`, `mean (lose)`, `mean (bal lose)`, sixthtile) %>%
melt(value.variables=c("mean (win)", "mean (lose)") , id="sixthtile") %>%
ggplot(aes(as.factor(sixthtile), value, fill = as.factor(variable))) +
geom_bar(color = "gray", alpha = 0.5,
stat = "summary", fun.y = "mean",
position = "dodge") +
coord_cartesian(ylim = c(0,300) ) +



geom_text(x = 6.8, y = 265,angle = 90, label = - round(losses.pc[3]) , size = 3, colour = "#6699FF", a
geom_segment(aes(x = 7, y = 200, xend = 7, yend = 310),
colour = "#6699FF", arrow = arrow(length = unit(0.2, "cm"))) +
theme(legend.justification=c(0, 0),
legend.position=c(0, .7),
legend.background = element_rect(colour = 'transparent', fill = 'transparent')
) +
scale_fill_discrete(name=NULL,
labels=c("Wage +", "Wage -", "Balance -")) +
labs(y = "$/year",
x = "Poverty Lines" ,
title = "Distribution of gains and losses across poverty lines") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5))
#print(final_fig2)
#ggsave("final_fig2.png")
quintiles <- with(df,wtd.quantile(x = sq.inc.pc, probs = 1:4/5, weights = hhwgt.2016))
df$income.group <- with(df, findInterval(x = sq.inc.pc, vec = c(-Inf,quintiles) ))
# Compute variation by hhld - plot all the effects in same units (average per group) with quintiles ins
final_fig3 <- df %>%
select(new.inc.pc,sq.inc.pc, hhwgt.2016, balance.loss, winners, losers, income.group) %>%
mutate( "variation" = new.inc.pc - sq.inc.pc,
"inc_gain" = ifelse(variation>0,
"gain",
ifelse(variation < 0, "loss", "same" ) ) ) %>% group_by(income.group) %>%
summarise("mean" = wtd.mean(variation, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (win)" = wtd.mean(winners, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (lose)" = wtd.mean(losers, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"mean (bal lose)" = wtd.mean(balance.loss, weights = hhwgt.2016),
"N" = sum( hhwgt.2016)
)
high.loss <-

as.numeric(final_fig3[max(final_fig3$income.group), "mean (bal lose)"])

final_fig3 <- final_fig3 %>%
select(`mean (win)`, `mean (lose)`, `mean (bal lose)`, income.group) %>%
melt(value.variables=c("mean (win)", "mean (lose)") , id="income.group") %>%
ggplot(aes(as.factor(income.group), value, fill = as.factor(variable))) +
geom_bar(color = "gray", alpha = 0.5,
stat = "summary", fun.y = "mean",
position = "dodge") +
coord_cartesian(ylim = c(0,400) ) +
geom_text(x = 4.8, y = 365,angle = 90,
label = - round(high.loss) ,
size = 3, colour = "#6699FF", alpha = 0.5) +
geom_segment(aes(x = 5, y = 300, xend = 5, yend = 410),
colour = "#6699FF", arrow = arrow(length = unit(0.2, "cm"))) +
theme(legend.justification=c(0, 0),
legend.position=c(0, .7),
legend.background = element_rect(colour = 'transparent', fill = 'transparent')
) +
scale_fill_discrete(name=NULL,



labels=c("Wage +", "Wage -", "Balance -")) +
labs(y = "$/year",
x = "Quintiles of per capita income" ,
title = "Distribution of gains and losses across quintiles") +
theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5))
# THIS IS THE PLOT THAT I OUTPUT FOR THE PAPER (AND THE INITIAL SA)
# NEED TO MAKE SURE I AM EXPORTING IN SAME DIMENSIONS
#print(final_fig3)
#ggsave("policy_est.png")
# 5.89 x 3.69 in image
#NEED TO CHECk WHY RIPPLE EFFECTS AFFECT WAGE LOSES
# Sample decision: value cost an benefits equally and distribution 1/q
sum( (df$winners - df$losers - df$balance.loss) * df$hhwgt.2016 )
#need to change 3 for median below
dist.pref.f <- function(rho, qi, qt) (1 - rho*(qi - 3))/sum(1 - rho*(1:qt - 3)) * qt
# sum cost a and benefits at the individual level
final_dec.f <- function(x, df.temp = df) {
sum( (df.temp$winners - df.temp$losers - df.temp$balance.loss) * df.temp$hhwgt.2016 *
dist.pref.f( rho = x, qi = df.temp$income.group, qt = max(df.temp$income.group)) ) /1e9
}
# weigth final CBA by quintile

#abline(v = inc.quartiles, col = "blue", lty =1, cex=3)

table_9 <- matrix(NA, ncol = 4, nrow = 5)
colnames(table_9) <- c("<1PL", "[1PL, 3PL)", "[3PL, 6PL)", ">6PL")
rownames(table_9) <- c("wage gains", "wage loses", "other loses",
"aggr effect", "N_i")
table_9["N_i", ] <- wtd.table(with(df, income.group.1) , weights = df$hhwgt.2016)[[2]]/1e6
aux.1 <- df %>% group_by(income.group.1) %>% summarise(sum((winners) * hhwgt.2016, na.rm = TRUE)/1e9)
table_9[ "wage gains", ] <- t(as.data.frame(aux.1[,2]) )

#Wage loses: compared to SQ
aux.1 <- df %>% group_by(income.group.1) %>% summarise(sum((losers) * hhwgt.2016, na.rm = TRUE)/1e9)
table_9[ "wage loses", ] <- t(as.data.frame(aux.1[,2]) )
#Imputing the balnce of the losses
table_9[ "other loses", ] <- as.numeric(losses) * c(0.01, rep(.29/2, 2), 0.70)/1e9
aux.1 <- df %>%
group_by(income.group.1) %>%
summarise(sum((winners - losers - balance.loss) *
hhwgt.2016, na.rm = TRUE)/1e9)



table_9[ "aggr effect", ] <- t(as.data.frame(aux.1[,2]) )
#FH: questions:
#
- what is the precise way to define family in CPS?
#
- what is the standard way to choose one obs per family?
Stata
*





Table 7: Policy estimates in CBO report and Replication Results
Eﬀects/Policy Estimates

Replication

31
~5
~24
2
16.5
0.5

53.4
7.4
43.9
2
23.1/16.9
0.5

wage gains (billions of $)
wage losses (bns of $)
Balance losses (bns of $)
Net eﬀect (bns of $)
# of Wage gainers (millions)
#of Wage losers (millions)

Balance losses (bns of $)
Net eﬀect (bns of $)
Replication loses
Replication NE

<1PL

[1PL, 3PL)

[3PL, 6PL)

>6PL

~0.3
5
-0.4
17.6

~3.4
12
-6.4
14.6

~3.4
2
-6.4
-0.1

~17
-17
-30.8
-30.1

Final replication output
Learn more
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